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Abstract
Given a transmitter that radiates an electromagnetic light field, we assume that the
resulting field at the plane of the receiver aperture is log-normal with some coherence
properties. Various representations of the field are discussed: aperture sampling,
plane-wave decomposition, and Karhunen-Loeve expansion. The statistical properties
of the coefficients in these representations are investigated by analytical, simulation,
and experimental methods. Based on these representations the problem of optimum
detection of an orthogonal signal set, subject to distortion and noise in the atmosphere,
is investigated. The optimum receiver and its performance are evaluated and discussed
in the cases of log-normal and Gaussian statistics, classical and quantum models, large
and small apertures, and strong, weak or absent background noise.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1. 1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A laser produces light with spatial and temporal coherence comparable to that of
ordinary radio waves. The short wavelength of optical and infrared radiation makes
enormous antenna gains possible even with physically small apertures. Even narrow-
band optical signals (for example, 1% bandwidth) are capable of carrying thousands of
times more information than microwave radio signals. On the other hand, rain, snow,
fog or haze may virtually stop the terrestrial optical communication link from func-
tioning for a period of time. Moreover, the best and most common coherent radio
reception method, heterodyning, is very difficult to use. Heterodyning is impaired by
spatial incoherence caused by atmospheric turbulence. Thermal background noise may
often be a problem, while quantum noise is very significant.
The advent of the laser and communication at optical frequencies was greeted ini-
tially with great enthusiasm and high hopes. Soon it was realized that many obstacles
had to be overcome before optical communication could even compete with other com-
munication techniques in use, such as microwaves and coaxial cables. Serious doubts
arose about the usefulness of optical communication for any application except a very
special one such as deep-space communication. All the same, it is certainly worth
while to investigate the fundamental limitations of optical communication that are inde-
pendent of the present state of technology. For the Gaussian fading dispersive radio
channels discussed by Kennedy,l it has been shown that with proper signals and recep-
tion techniques the incoherence attributable to Doppler spread or time spread does not
reduce the channel capacity. A very complicated receiver is required, though, to real-
ize the full potential of the channel. Similar results can be shown to be true for optical
channels.
This work finds the optimum receivers for log-normal fields in spatially and tem-
porally white Gaussian background noise and evaluates their performance. Because we
have tried to use a quite realistic model for the field, we present some features that are
not commonly considered in papers on detection theory as it is known today. First, the
problem deals with detection of a field in two spatial dimensions and time, instead of a
stochastic process varying in time only. Second, signal fading is not Gaussian but log-
normal. Third, the field has to be quantized in optical frequencies in order to get com-
plete results. It turns out that it has not been possible to solve the problem completely.
In some cases the optimum receiver seems complex to construct, and may be critical
to detailed information of the field statistics. In any case, the work gives very valuable
insight into the ways that optimum receivers combat background noise, quantum noise,
and incoherence of the field. This is very helpful in furnishing guidelines for the design
of suboptimum receivers. The performance estimates developed here serve as yard-
sticks that help evaluate whether and how much the performance of a given receiver
1
may still be improved.
1.2 REVIEW OF MODELS AND DETECTION OF FIELDS
Before optimum receivers can be considered a model for the optical channel is
needed. The propagation of electromagnetic waves through a turbulent atmosphere has
been analyzed by Tatarski Z and his colleagues in the Institute of Atmospheric Physics
of the Academy of Sciences of U. S. S. R. Their basic results use the similarity theory
of turbulence created by Kolmogorov. The solution is found by using the Rytov approx-
imation, which is also called the "method of smooth perturbations." The applicability
of the perturbation technique has created a wide controversy. The theory has been
extended to consider more terms of the perturbation expansion by Tatarski 3 and
de Wolf. There is a wealth of experimental evidence to support these results, but some
results obtained by Gehrels, 5 and by Gurvich, Kallistratova, and Time 6 do not com-
pletely agree with the theory of Tatarski, even in its present form. Hence it seems that
the theory is by no means complete, and a major part of the work may yet remain to be
done. This report is based on the present theories (cf. Tatarski,2 Chernov,7 Hufnagel
and Stanley, 8 Fried, 9 Beckmann, 1 0 Hoversten,ll and Strohbehn 2). The logarithm of
the complex field excitation is found to be a locally homogeneous Gaussian field. The
field changes rather slowly, its correlation time is more than 1 ms. The channel can
be considered to be singly spread with flat fading. Because of the difficulties in working
with this signal field model and because the noise is Gaussian, a normal (Gaussian) sig-
nal field model is also used in this work. These classical models have to be quantized
to obtain a complete picture of the electromagnetic field with its particle and wave
aspects. The quantum theory leans heavily on the results on coherence developed by
Glauber, 3 and Mandel and Wolf. 14 It turns out that there is a very close correspon-
dence between the classical and quantum pictures of stochastic fields. The solution of
the classical problem in many cases is also correct quantum mechanically.
Figure 1 shows the general procedure for obtaining the optimum receiver fr a field
created by one of M possible signals. The likelihood functionals 11, ... 1M are found
from the probability density of the field. For this purpose, the field is usually repre-
sented by an infinite vector, whose joint probability density is then written. (Of course,
the probability density has to exist. In general, the likelihood ratios and functionals are
defined by an analogous procedure in terms of Radon-Nikodym derivatives.)
The most popular representations are the sampling expansion, the Fourier-series
expansion, which in this case is called the plane-wave representation," and the
Karhunen-Loive expansion, which has uncorrelated coefficients. For a log-normal field
the probability density can be written easily only for the sampling representation. The
optimum receiver performance does not depend on the representation chosen, but the
obvious interpretation of the optimum receiver structure is related to the representation.
For example, samples of the field in the aperture can be found by using an array of
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Fig. 1. The optimum receiver for field y(r,t), under the assumption
of equally likely messages, computes the log-likelihood ratio
for each message n = 1, ... , M, and then picks the largest
of them.
sensors in the aperture plane, while the plane-wave coefficients can be found by using
the same sensors in the focal plane. The appropriate scaling of sizes is assumed. Hence
it would be desirable to know the field probability density for the plane-wave repre-
sentation, too. In this representation, however, even the moments of the coefficients
are difficult to evaluate, not to mention the complete joint probability density. Some
results on the moments were evaluated by Chernov. 7
For large apertures it was felt by Tatarski that the Central Limit theorem should
hold, although no explicit statement was made. The Central Limit theorem for stochas-
tic processes or dependent time series seems to be a fairly recent development.
Rosenblatt proved it by assuming the condition of strong mixing. After that more com-
plete results have been published, for example, by Volkonski and Rozanov. These
results should be extended in terms of the known properties of log-normal fields.
Little is known about the general properties of the Karhunen-Loeve coefficients for
log-normal fields. In fact, the usefulness of this expansion is greatly reduced because
the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are very difficult to solve for in general. Also,
the coefficients may still be highly dependent although uncorrelated.
We are concerned with detecting a field in two dimensions, in particular
when the field is log-normal and quantized. Some work that is related to these
aspects of detection theory has been done. The optimum receiver for a clas-
sical Gaussian field is obtained in the same way as for Gaussian processes.
The well-known results of Price 16b and Kennedyl can be used. Many results
have been obtained in connection with sonar and seismometric applications
(Gaarder,l7 Schweppe,l8 Capon 19 ) and with optical applications (Harger,20 Kennedy21).
The classical log-normal model is much harder to analyze. Assuming independent
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samples and an orthogonal signal set (short signals) in white Gaussian background noise,
Kennedy and Hoversten2 Z have found the channel capacity and the zero-rate error expo-
nent. The radar detection case with log-normal fading has been considered by Heidbreder
and Mitchell, 2 3 and by Fried and Schmeltzer Z4 in the case of one sensor and assuming
a suboptimum receiver structure. The quantum detection theory was formulated by
Helstrom 5 and extended by Jane W. S. Liu. 6 Among other things, Helstrom considers
the threshold detection of Gaussian signals in Gaussian noise. Liu investigates optimum
receivers and their performance for Gaussian signals in Gaussian noise in general, and
in the optimal case when all eigenvalues are equal.
Much work has been done in constructing and evaluating the performance of various
optical receivers based on direct detection, local heterodyning, or transmitted reference
systems by such workers as Goldstein, Miles, and Chabot, 7 Miller and Tillotson,2 8
Ross, 9 Cooper, Kerr,31 Brookner, Kolker, and Wilmotte,32 and Denton and Kinsel.33
Direct detection is a simple and convenient method, but requires a subcarrier or pulsing
for modulation. Background noise can be limited only by using optical interference fil-
ters, which are usually sensitive to the angle of arrival of the wavefront. When local
heterodyning is used, it does not pay to increase the aperture area beyond the coherence
area of the incident radiation. The diameter of this area ranges from a fraction of a
centimeter to a few centimeters. On the other hand, a large mixing gain and a wide
selection of modulation methods are available and additional background filtering can
be done in electronic circuits. In the transmitted reference systems much of the trans-
mitted power is consumed by the reference, but the heterodyning area is unlimited.
1.3 OUTLINE OF THE REPORT
In Section II we begin with a discussion of available results on the statistical proper-
ties of a plane wave that has propagated in a turbulent atmosphere. The amplitude and
phase distributions, the correlation properties and the limitations of the model are con-
sidered. The time dependence is modelled by postulating "frozen atmosphere" blown
by crosswind. The Doppler spread and the time spread of the log-normal channel are
discussed.
We start with classical electromagnetics, and then introduce the quantization pro-
cedure, mode decomposition, and density operators in either P-representation or num-
ber representation. The relationship between the representations and the correlation
properties of the field are considered, and the background noise present in optical prop-
agation in a turbulent atmosphere is introduced. The effects of particle scattering are
not discussed in this work.
Section III is devoted to a discussion of the representations of the field. We intro-
duce the sampling representation and the plane-wave representation, and general orthog-
onal representations of the field. The probability density of the log-normal field in
sampling representation and its moments are discussed. The properties of the
4
plane-wave coefficients, and the coefficients of any orthogonal representation, are dis-
cussed, with special emphasis on either very large or very small apertures. For large
apertures the Central Limit theorem is shown to hold for the plane-wave coefficients,
except for some very special cases. The conditions for the Central Limit theorem to
hold are also discussed.
To confirm the results that have been obtained and probe further the behavior of the
plane-wave coefficients, simulations and measurements of the channel were undertaken.
The simulations of sums of real and complex independent log-normal variables with ran-
dom numbers are discussed. The resulting amplitude distributions are tested against
the relevant distributions, log-normal, normal or Rayleigh. The phase distribution is
also computed. The independence of uncorrelated plane-wave coefficients is also exam-
ined. The measurements of the intensity distribution of focal-plane samples are dis-
cussed.
Section IV is concerned with the structure and performance of an optimum receiver
for reception in a turbulent atmosphere. The classical field detection problem for
Gaussian fields is solved; this is a straightforward application of the procedures used
for processes. The optimum receiver can be realized in several ways, for instance,
by using a diversity structure. The spatial and temporal filtering required to combat
background noise are discussed for signals that are very short or very long in compari-
son with field correlation time. The receiver performance is evaluated by using bounding
techniques.
The detection of a log-normal field in background noise is analyzed. The general
case is very difficult to carry through, but the extremes of very strong or very weak
noise are considered in detail. The structure and the performance are again evaluated.
The quantum formulation of the detection problem is introduced. Both the Gaussian
and log-normal fields are considered in quantum terms, optimum receivers and their
performance are discussed in some cases, and the relationship to the classical limit
is examined.
Section V summarizes the results of this research. The implications for receiver
design are pointed out. Suggestions for further research are made.
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II. MODELS FOR THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN THE APERTURE
2. 1 STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF A PLANE WAVE PROPAGATING
THROUGH A TURBULENT ATMOSPHERE
2. 1. 1 Amplitude and Phase Distributions
Using Kolmogorov's similarity theory of turbulence, Tatarski 2 has derived the sta-
tistical properties of a plane wave that has propagated through a turbulent atmosphere.
Using Rytov's approximation, he shows that the perturbation of the logarithm of the nor-
malized scalar complex excitation of the field has the following solution:
2 eik' 3r-rIkz SS nl(r) U;(-;) l d r ()y 1 (r) =log u(r) =X 1 + i 1 n(r' (r) dr', (1)
2wu o (r) v Ir-
where u(r) is the excitation of the field in the initial plane, V is the volume between the
initial and final planes, n(r) = 1 + nl(r) is the index of refraction of the air, and k = 2rr/X,
the wave-number vector. Here d r' is the three-dimensional volume element, X is the
log-amplitude (the logarithm of the amplitude), and 0 the phase of the field. The impor-
tant feature of this solution is its linearity. In many cases the distance between the
initial and final planes is large enough so that the integral comprises many statistically
independent contributions of the same order of magnitude. In this case the Central Limit
theorem applies, so that the real and imaginary parts of the log excitation Y1 are asymp-
totically normal. Hence we are justified in assuming that the excitation u(r) = u (r) 
exp yl(r) is log-normal.
Log-normality can be demonstrated by use of the following simple model. Divide the
volume between the initial and the final planes into small slices with planes that are par-
allel to the initial and final planes. On the path of propagation from plane n to plane
n+l the charge of excitation is obviously proportional to the current value of the
field:
u = un+l = nan. (2)
The increment a is postulated to be independent of u and of any other increments. The
n n34
following approximate result follows (Cram6r ) for any finite subdivision of the path
of propagation:
a1 + a + . + aN du= In uN - In u1 (3)
But the distribution of this sum approaches the normal distribution by the Central Limit
theorem. Hence uN becomes log-normal.
6
The log-normality of the field in the receiving plane is partly an unresolved issue.
The Rytov approximation breaks down for large propagation distances and/or strong tur-
bulence. Measurements reported by Tatarski, Gracheva,35 and Fried, Mevers, and
Keister 3 6 agree with the log-normal hypothesis. The measurements of H6hn, 3 7 Gurvich,
Kallistratova, and Time,6 and Gehrels5 have shown agreement with the log-normal
distribution in some cases, while for large turbulence the results differ somewhat from
log-normal on both tails of the distribution. Gehrels pointed out apparent agreement with
the Rayleigh distribution for the lower tail, presumably because of noise, while the upper
tail is closer to the log-normal distribution. Gurvich, et al. deny agreement with
Rayleigh distribution, but do not elaborate for partial agreement. By plotting Gurvich's
and Gehrels' results in the same graph, it was found that their agreement is very good.
Because the log-normal model is the best available, and very accurate in most cases,
it is used through much of this work.
The general properties of the log-normal distribution have been thoroughly discussed
in the real case by Aitchison and Brown.38 Much less is known about the complex log-
normal variable. Because of the normality of the logarithm of the field it is suf-
ficient to characterize it by its mean and by its 2 X 2 covariance matrix.
The mean of the log-amplitude, together with its variance, determines the average
intensity of the field. The excitation will be divided into a constant part and a variable
part as follows:
u(r) = Zz(r). (4)
The dimension of u and Z are taken to be W1/2m , while z is dimensionless. The field
is assumed to be homogeneous within the aperture area. The probability density of z
then has the following form for every point r of the aperture (in polar coordinates z =
Iz el0)
p(z) = pt( z, 0) 1 exp (n (5)
(27)3/2aIz ZII
Here is the mean of log z |, while a is the variance of log z . The average inten-
sity of any aperture point becomes
I(r) = u(r) zZ e"("z) (6)
This relationship makes it possible to normalize the randomly varying part of u(r), z(r),
so that = -_ . Hence z(r) 2 = 1. The virtue of this or any other normalization of the
log-normal variable (such as p = 0) is to reduce the number of parameters in the part
of the problem where difficult integrals often have to be evaluated and tabulated.
The variance of log-amplitude is clearly zero or very close to it for short path
lengths L. Then following Tatarski,39 we have
7
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where C Z is the structure constant of the refraction index, typically of the order of
-14 n 1 -2/3 110 1 4- 015 m , and is the inner scale of turbulence (cf. Tatarski ), where the
0
viscous dissipation starts, typically of the order of 1-10 mm. The condition stated along
(7) means physically that the beamwidth of the scattering cone contains many inhomo-
geneous blobs or eddies of turbulence in its cross section. This cone contains all of
the space that contributes to the energy caught by the receiver aperture.
It has been found both theoretically (Tatarski, 1 3 de Wolf 4 ) and experimentally
(Gracheva, 3 5 Gurvich, Kallistratova, and Time 6 ) that the Rytov approximation used to
derive (7) breaks down for long paths. Actually the variance saturates at a value less
than unity. In terms of standard deviations we have 0. 5 < m < 0. 9. The saturation
max
begins gradually when the result calculated from (7) exceeds 0. 5.
2. 1.2 Spatial Coherence
Having propagated in the atmosphere, the field is no longer spatially coherent. The
log-amplitude covariance function has also been determined by Tatarski40:
K () = 1.30 CZkZ L Jo(Kp) sin -8/3 dK. (8)
X n K2L k
Here Km = 5.92/Q ° is the spatial frequency cutoff of the wave-number spectrum of the
refraction index field, k = Z1T/X, and K refers to the transversal component of the propa-
gation vector k. A good idea of this covariance function is obtained from Strohbehn. 4 1
The first zero of the covariance function occurs at p = 0.72 NL for = 0. 6 m, 0 =
1, .. , 10 mm, L = 100 m - 10 km. The form of this covariance function seems to
agree reasonably well with results reported by Gracheva, 3 5 Gurvich et al. ,6 and Deitz.4 Z
The phase covariance function is given by Strohbehn Z:
-K /Km
p= 10 aCk L + k sin KL] J (Kp) dK, (9)n jo(p) L L 011/3k J 11/6
where a is a constant that is about L1 1/3, with some numerical factors close to unity
neglected. This form keeps the phase variance finite. The correlation goes to zero at
distances p >> Lo, the outer scale of turbulence.
The wave-number power spectrum used by Tatarski leads to infinite phase variance.
Because the phase variance is quite large compared with 1 in any actual measurements,
the phase covariance function (9) is not necessarily the most interesting function
describing correlation properties of the field. Instead the phase-structure function is
commonly used:
8
D(p) 0(r+p)-0(r) 2 1.72 C21-1/3k2Lp2, p <<
2 2 5/32. 91 k LC p , p > -h.
This result has been given by Tatarski. 3 The phase structure function is also a growing
function of the path length L. According to Tatarski,3 for large L or heavy turbulence
the structure function of the phase saturates and ceases to grow as a function of L.
Very few measurements have been made on the phase structure function of the opti-
cal field. In this laboratory Moldon 4 4 measured phase-structure functions. He obtained
results showing that the phase variance seems to be surprisingly low, of the order of
100 rad . The path length was 4. 5 km.
The field can be said to be locally coherent up to a certain distance, if the phase (or
amplitude) fluctuations are highly correlated within it. The measure of coherence used
in this work is the coherence distance rc or coherence radius, which is defined as the
distance for which D0 (rc) = 1. This coherence radius rc is related to Fried's r through
= 3. 18 r (Fried and Cloud ). As pointed out above, the amplitude is not coherent
either. The correlation distance of log-amplitude is of the order of f-I. Usually this
is several times larger than the phase correlation distance.
The phase coherence distance was defined as an ensemble average. Next an example
of a nonergodic field is considered, which gives a particularly simple form of phase-
structure function. (This example will be referred to in section 3.4.) Assume an
ensemble of pure plane waves with wave-number vectors k = e + K. Here e is the com-
ponent of k perpendicular to the aperture plane while K is the component parallel to
this lane. Then the structure function for phase is readily evaluated.
D 0 (r 1-r 2) (01-02) (I (rl-r2))2 = s2 -r21 co  12
C 1 2 ]r-lr 2 12, (11)
where 12 is the angle between K and (r 1 -r), and C 1 2 = lIK 2 cos 2 12. For an iso-
tropic field C 1 2 obviously does not depend on the orientation of r 1 - r2. In this case
the form of structure function agrees with that on the first line of (11). The spatial
average of a plane wave obviously need not agree with (11). Hence the field is non-
ergodic.
The log-amplitude and phase are not completely independent. The cross spectrum
of the log-amplitude and the phase has been evaluated by Tatarski (cf. Strohbehn46). It
is easy to get a bound for the crosscorrelation coefficient by using that expres-
sion
9
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By comparing this with (7) it becomes obvious that the dependencies between log-
amplitude and phase may be quite significant.
2. 1. 3 Behavior of the Field in Time
The time behavior of the field, its fading, is obtained to first approximation by
assuming that the "frozen atmosphere" is blown across the aperture (Tatarski2). The
temporal and spatial covariances are connected through normal wind velocity as follows:
R(T) = K(vnT). (13)
The spectral behavior of intensity is also of interest. The spectral density has been
evaluated by Tatarski.2 These results have been extensively checked experimentally by
measurements reported by Tatarski,Z Gracheva, 3 5 Gurvich et al. ,6 Ehrenberg,47 and
Gehrels. The results do not agree in detail with Tatarski's theory, but are still quite
close. The spectral density has a maximum on or somewhat below the frequency fax =
Vn/NJL, as predicted by the theory.
The theory of aperture field statistics outlined above for plane-wave propagation has
also been extended to the case of spherical waves (Tatarski ) and beam propagation (Kon
and Tatarski, 4 8 Fried and Seidman 4 9 ). When the aperture size is much smaller than the
beam size, the plane-wave model can be used with success. If the initial beamwidth is
much smaller than the diffraction width XL/fo caused by the turbulent blobs, most of the
diffracted or rather scattered energy from the beam will not contribute to fluctuations
in the point of observation. The phase structure function now depends logarithmically,
not linearly, on L, the path length.
Another way of looking at the fading is to say that there is a random Doppler shift
involved, which depends on the motion of the scattering inhomogeneities relative to the
receiver. For small scattering angles, the Doppler shift is given by
f -
o- 1 -Af =- V '--=-v K, (14)
c n k 2r n
where vn is the normal component of the wind velocity with respect to the path, and K
is the component of the propagation vector on the aperture plane. Roughly speaking,
=X/(2Trr) = 10 rad for X = . = 63 cm. Hence / = 16 Hz forv =c 40 c n
1 m/s. The atmosphere causes a Doppler shift, which is around the frequency for which
the spectral density of the fluctuations has its maximum, f . The size of the Doppler
spread ranges between 10 Hz and 1000 Hz. For higher spatial frequencies the Doppler
spread is obviously higher.
The turbulent atmosphere causes also some multipath effect, in other words, time
spread. The amount of time spread is closely related to phase fluctuations, as 0 = t,
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where the angular frequency is assumed to be constant. Hence the amount of time
spread is
L = time spread = D0(Pmax)wo (15)
for just one coherent radius, and X = 0.63 m, L = 0.3 · 10 s. For large apertures
the time spread can increase to almost a picosecond (Brookner 50), which can be quite
significant in future applications. This conjecture has not yet been tested experi-
mentally. For most applications, though, the turbulent atmospheric channel can be con-
sidered as a singly spread channel, with flat fading.
2.2 QUANTUM DESCRIPTION OF A PARTIALLY COHERENT FIELD
We shall discuss the quantization procedure briefly. Random fields will be modelled
by using mixtures of coherent fields, weighted in a proper manner. The density opera-
tors describing these fields will be introduced and several examples given, when there
is only one mode involved. This will be generalized to the case of fields with an arbi-
trary number of modes. For these fields the connection between density operators
and covariance functions or wave-number spectra is indicated.
2. 2. 1 Quantization of the Electromagnetic Field
In quantum theory the electromagnetic field is described by using Hamiltonian for-
mulation and postulating commutation relations between the operators that describe
physical observables (for example, Louisell 51). It is convenient to use the artifice of
enclosing the observed field within a large resonator of volume V, so that the signal
can be expanded in terms of its modes. Because the signal duration is limited, the field
as a function of time can be expressed as a Fourier series in time and space. Conse-
quently the field can be pictured as an ensemble of harmonic oscillators excited by the
signal transmitted. The quantization is effected on each of these oscillators.
The electromagnetic field (in Coulomb gauge) can be expressed by using the vector
potential (Louisell 5 1 ):
A(r,t) = e r-t + i(k (16)
where Ii = h/2wr, h is Planck's constant, and km is the propagation or wave-number
vector corresponding to the vector index m = (m l, m 2 , m 3, 6). The integers ml, m 2,
and m 3 refer to the orientation of the vector km = (27rml/L 1, 2rm2/L2 , Zvm 3 /L 3 ). L 1 ,
L 2 , and L 3 are the sides of the rectangular cavity. The fourth index 6, being either
0 or 1, refers to the polarization of the particular mode. The coordinate system has
been selected so that the z axis agrees with the general direction of propagation of the
electromagnetic field. The unit vector em is perpendicular to k , and its polarizationin in
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can be either 0 or 1. These two polarizations are taken to be orthogonal. The frequency
of oscillation w is connected to the propagation vector k by the relation k = w c
m m m m
where c is the velocity of light. E0 is the dielectric constant of vacuum. V = L 1 L2 L3
is the volume of the cavity. If the signal duration is T, there is an integer n such that
Wm = Zirn/T. By taking L3 = cT, the whole signal fits into the cavity, and obviously some
of the natural frequencies of the cavity agree with discrete frequencies used to describe
+ *the signal. Finally, the coefficients a m and a = a give the amplitude of the par-
ticular mode m, which is a complex number in general.
The field is quantized by introducing the following commutation rules into the coef-
+ tficients a and a , now called "operators."
m m
a, a] = mm'
(17)
[am, am, = [am am,] = 
Here mm, = 1, for m = m', and 0 otherwise. The bracket symbolizes the commutator
operation [x, y] = xy - yx, where x and y are operators. By using the quantization rela-
tions, the Hamiltonian of the electromagnetic field will be simplified as follows
(Louisell 52):
H 2 f a] + I (X)2 d3r
V
= ama 2 hw m (18)
m
For operators the symbol plus in a means the adjoint operator of the operator a. The
operators for which the adjoint operator is the same as the original operator are called
Hermitian.
Physically, operators, particularly Hermitian operators, stand for measure-
ments made on the quantum-mechanical system. The system is in some state,
usually unknown. The measurement changes the state of the system to an
eigenstate of the measurement operator, while the result of the measurement
is the eigenvalue corresponding to that state. Left by itself the state of the
system evolves according to the equations of motion of the system.
A very important example of an operator is the "number" operator N =
m
a a . It corresponds to the measurement of the number of photons in them m
given mode. The state vectors of kets corresponding to an eigenstate are denoted
Inm>. The eigenvalues of N m are integers denoted by Inm).
12
N In ) = nmn ). (19)
The result of the measurement corresponding to the number operator when the system
is in the state of nm photons is just n . The Hamiltonian operator (18) obviously repre-
sents the energy in the system. The operators a and a are called the annihilation
m 'm
and creation operators of the m mode. The names become obvious by application of
these operators on the number operator eigenstates:
am In = In -1), amlO>) = 0
(20)
a+ Inm) = 4 n+1 Inm+l)
The operator a reduces the number of photons in the mode m by one, while a adds
m - m
another photon. These operators are related to the complex classical envelope of the
mode, and also to absorption and emission of photons. 10) is the "vacuum" state.
Another important operator is the electric field strength (Louisell 5 1)
E(r, t) = (r, t) + E (r, t), E (r, t)= [ +
hc (1i(k ·r- t)
E (rt)2EV ame e e -
The operator am also has an eigenstate lam)
am i a > = am am). (22)
It can be shown (Louisell 5 1 ) that the field driven by a classical sinusoidal source (one
that is not reacted upon by the field generated by it), originally in the vacuum state, will
end up in the annihilator operator eigenstate { am)}, where the wave bracket denotes
the direct product of all of the mode states am). This state am) is called a "coher-
ent" state. The eigenvalue corresponding to the final coherent state is proportional to
the amplitude of the driving source. The coherent states, together with the number
operator eigenstates, will be used in the following work. The theory of coherent states
and their representations has been developed by Glauber. 5 3
2. 2. 2 Density Operators
When the radiation propagates through a slowly varying random medium, the field
at the receiving aperture can be modelled by saying that it is driven by a classical
source, which stays constant within the short interval of observation, but its amplitude
and phase, as well as its optical coherence properties, are unknown in advance. Only
its statistical properties are assumed to be known. This kind of situation is usually
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described as a mixture of pure states, each of which occurs with a given probability. To
represent this kind of mixture of states, density operators are commonly used. Two
representations will be used for density operators. According to Glauber 5 3 most radia-
tion fields that occur in optics can be represented as a mixture of coherent states. This
is called the "P -representation":
P =Y P(P)I )<PI d P, (23)
where p is the density operator, P(p) a function analogous to probability on the com-
plex plane of values of , and d 2P is the area element in this complex plane. For the
problems of interest here the function P(P) is real-valued and positive definite in some
sense. Also, its trace is unity. In general, it may have negative values. In certain
cases the density operator will be diagonal in the number representation:
00
= r(n) n>(n. (24)
n=O
For a general density operator the representations will be much more complex than those
of (23) or (24) (Glauber, 5 3 Landau, Lifshitz 54).
Table 1 shows several important density operators in operator form, P-representation,
and when applicable in diagonal number representation. For derivations we refer to
Glauber, 3 Louisell, and Lachs.
The density operator of the field describes a mixture of the states of the field, which
in turn are direct products of the states of the individual modes. The P-representation
in this case would be
P =. P 1({Im}) Pm ) ( I d 2 p. (25)
m
The weight function P({Pm}) factors out into a product of the individual mode weight func-
tions if the modes are statistically independent. If the field is Gaussian with a corre-
lation matrix K, the elements of which are
kmm = Tr (paamr,) (26)
where Tr () stands for the trace of the operator or matrix, then the weight function,
following Helstrom, is
P(Pmd) = M1 exp(-P+K-1 ), (27)
where = ({}) For fields other than Gaussian the density operator is obtained asKI
where + = ({~}). For fields other than Gaussian the density operator is obtained as
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in the Gaussian case. The coherent states are averaged over the classical joint proba-
bility density function of the complex mode amplitudes (cf. Glauber 53 ).
2. 2. 3 Evaluation of the Covariance
With the density operator known, the field covariance functions can be evaluated.
The field covariance functions were introduced by Glauber.53 The field operator
E()(r, t) defined in (21) satisfies the following eigenvalue equation when the eigenstates
are the coherent states of the field:
E(+)(r, t) I{am}) +r, t)I {am}), (28)
where
(+)(r, t)= i -2V a e .e m ) (29)
m 
The field covariance function will be defined in the following way:
- - ~ -1 C H
K.i(r t 1;r2 , t 2 ) = Z Tr pEi (rlt )Ej (r 2 , 2 (30)
where i and j refer to the ith and jth components of the vector E, while Z = N /o
is the impedance of vacuum, which is needed to give the covariance function the dimen-
sion and magnitude of intensity. Using (28) and (21) in (25), we have
K. (r t;rZ t 2 ) ... P({a})i+(rl,tl) (r 2 ,)II d2 a (31)
By expanding this according to (29), the covariance becomes
11-h \qOm' c
, ·= eS... eea amKij(rl tl; r2 t) ' ' ** P({a )) I 2V mi Lj mQ
m 
exp[i(km rl -k'. r2)] exp[-i(Cwmtl-Ct2)] II d2 a2
h c q CJwmW- . .
2V emi ejkm exp[i(k m rl-kl * r))- i(wmtl- t2)], (32)
m i
where emi stands for the th component of the vector em , and km [ is the mode covari-
ance as defined in (26). The case of stationary and homogeneous field has special
interest in this work. Hence the covariance function will be evaluated in this case. Here
Kij(rltl;r2 t2 ) = Kij(rl-r2't l -t 2 ). The only way to obtain stationarity in (32) isiJ 2 j I 
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to require (Glauber 5 3 ) that
k , = ~. . . ~ P(I-11) a a d a -n 6 (33)kml[= ... P{{ai}) ama~ FI da=m (33)_ J3L~ m~~ ~ mm 
Hence the modes of a stationary and homogeneous field are uncorrelated. (For finite
apertures the field is no longer homogeneous, so the modes are correlated.) The num-
ber of photons in mode m is nm on the average. The covariance function then becomes
ij(r tl; r2 ,t 2 ) = ZV emiemjnm exp[i(k m (rl-r)- (34)
m
Now assume that i = j, and that the wavefront is very closely perpendicular to the z axis
so that e2 . . We have
ml
K(r 1 -r' tlt2 ) = 2V nm exp[i(km (r r 2 )-m(tl) (35)
m
It is rather obvious from this formula that the wave-number spectrum of the field has a
quite simple expression. A similar result for the energy spectrum is given by
Glauber. By taking the two-dimensional Fourier transform, the right side of (35),
when r and r 2 are taken on a plane perpendicular to the z axis so that k m rj =
Km ' r; j = 1, 2, and t 1 = tz, becomes
-1K r 2 'hcw
m'
hcw n L 1 L2 hcw n
M M (36)
2L 1 L2 L 3 2cT
he n
m m hc
2T 2XT m.
In a similar way, it would, be possible to obtain higher order covariance functions
too. This goes beyond the scope of this work, however.
2.3 BACKGROUND NOISE
Background noise has important bearing on the spatial and temporal aspects of the
detection problem. This noise is created by natural or artificial sources. It is usually
distributed over a very wide frequency range, and also comes from all possible direc-
tions. It has been widely tabulated (M1ller,5 6 Ross2 9 ). It is of the order of
17
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N r = 10 - 13 W/m · str · Hz near the red wavelengths, and corresponds to 280°K black-r
body radiation for far infrared wavelengths. The quantity used in this work to
describe background noise is N o , [No] = W/Hz. This is the spatial (two-dimensional)
and temporal Fourier transform of the field autocovariance function. The connec-
tion between Nr and No is the following (small fields of view assumed):
N =X ZN. (37)0o r
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III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF FIELD REPRESENTATIONS
We shall consider the following classical :, odel (Fig. 2) for the received signal com-
plex envelope:
y(r,t) = Sk(t) Zz(r,t) + n(r,t), r E Jr, t E [0, T], (38)
where Sk(t) denotes the signal waveform with duration T and unit energy corresponding
to a message k, z(r, t) denotes the varying part of the slow multiplicative fading because
of the atmospheric turbulence, Z is the field strength, a constant in this model, n(r, t)
stands for the spatially and temporally white Gaussian envelope noise with uniform spec-
tral density No, and Qr refers to the receiving aperture, which has the area Ar. The
justification for this model has already been discussed.
LOG-NORMAL
ATTENUATION FADING NOISE
A hirN PfAI 
,)
Fig. 2. Model of wave propagation in a turbulent atmosphere. The
plane wave Sk(t) suffers multiplicative fading Zz(r, t) and
background noise n(r, t).
In order to express the probability densities needed in the likelihood functions
(cf. Fig. 1), a convenient representation for the field has to be found. Usually, a man-
ageable probability density can be found only for Gaussian-derived fields.
We shall discuss the extension of the usual Fourier-series, sampling, and Karhunen-
Love representations to two-dimensional fields. Then the joint probability density of
an arbitrary number of samples of the log-normal field will be presented, and its
moments evaluated. The probability density in other than sampling representation
will then be investigated. Particularly, the coefficients of the plane-wave decomposition
which represent focal plane properties are of interest.
For aperture sizes of the order of the coherent area the coefficients in question are
connected with the log-normal distribution, although the moving diffraction pattern has
to be considered. It sounds reasonable to apply the Central Limit theorem and argue
that the joint density must eventually approach the normal or Gaussian density, if prop-
erly normalized. Both the small (see Appendix C) and large aperture cases will be
examined in detail. For this a proof of the Central Limit theorem for fields will be pre-
sented. Under certain conditions that will be discussed the log-normal field satisfies
19
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the Central Limit theorem.
The convergence toward Gaussian variables of sums of log-normal variables was
further investigated by assuming a number of completely independent coherent areas in
the aperture. In this case, because moments of all orders exist and the terms in the sum
are independent, the Central Limit theorem holds, but convergence turns out to be slow.
In order to be on safer ground in theoretical arguments, we decided to measure the
plane-wave component amplitude distribution in the focal plane of a lens. The results
of this measurement will be discussed.
3. 1 FIELD REPRESENTATION IN AN INFINITE APERTURE
Sampling theorems in two dimensions will now be discussed. The usual uncertainty
principle is stated. These results are straightforward generalizations of the well-known
one-dimensional results. The source books used in the theory of random fields with
their wave-number and frequency spectra, correlation and structure functions are those
of Yaglom,5 7 Tatarski, 2 and Papoulis. 5 8
Theorem 1. The wave-number spectrum of a homogeneous field is assumed to be
square-integrable and to have a bandlimited (compact) support:
S(;) = , KXl ' K1, I Ky -K 2 (39)
Then the spatial correlation function of the field can be expressed in terms of its
sampling expansion
oo o0
._~ 0 0 sin (Klx-rrm) sin (K2y-wn)
K(r) = K - (40)
mn K1X - m K -
m=-oo n=-oo
where r = (x, y).
Proof: Obviously S(K) can be expressed in terms of a two-dimensional Fourier
series.
S(K) , X Amn exp -2wiX + 2K ]j, xl < 1 Iy K 2 (41)
m=-oo n=-oo
where
nK
Amn I 2 S Si dKxdKy S(K) exp 2Ti[ + . ] (42)
mn 4 s x I+2
= 1beca2
But because
20
1 - -
K(r) - 2 S = d2 S(K) eK r
(2ir) -oo
A
mn
Here, and subsequently, the abbreviation d K = dK dK is used, while d r = dxdy.x y
substitute (41) in (43), and use (44).
K(r) = 2 
m=-oo n--oo
Then
(43)
(44)
Now
1 Kmr n
KlK 21 2 K 2 K .
- n2 dK dKy
K 2 X Y'1 2
After the integrals are evaluated (40) follows.
Note: Expansion (40) can be put into the following forms (see Papoulis58):
s _in (K1 x-m) sin (K2 y--rn)
K(r-ro) = K(mn-o) K1X - sm K2y - Tn
m n
K(r) = K(rmn-ro)
m n
sin (K1 (X+XO)-Wm) sin (K2 (y+yo)-wn)
K 1 (X+Xo) - rm
where r = (x, yo)· Equation 46 is obtained by going from K(r) to K(r-ro), while (47)
follows by setting r - ro - r.
Theorem 2. (Sampling theorem). With the assumptions of Theorem 1, the field y(r)
itself can be expressed in terms of a sampling expansion
M M
y(r) = lim. Y rm r n 1 
M-m=-M n=-M L[K' K 2 K x - m
sin (K2 y-rrn)
K2 y - rrn
Proof: Denote the Mth partial sum of the series (48) by y(r).
lowing average, and use (46).
e(r) = (y(r)-y(r)) y (rmn)
m'=-M n'=-M
(48)
Then consider the fol-
K(rm n' -rmn)
(49)
sin (Klx-wm') sin (K2 y-lwn')
K x - irm' K2y - wn'
-. 0, as M - oo.
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(45)
(46)
K 2 (Y+Yo) - n
(47)
-- ------------ - - --- ----- --
k '-, " I miT niT
4K K K K , K
2 1 2
Here, rmn = (lrm/Kl, rn/K 2 ). Hence y(r) - y(r) is orthogonal to every component of y(r).
It must follow that ((r)-y(r)) y (r) = 0. Also
M M
(y(r)-y(r)) y (r) = K(rmnr)
m'=-M n'=-M
sin (K lx-Trm') sin (K2y-rrn') (50)
K X- Im' 2 -m' y - n'
-0, as M - o
by (47) setting r = 0, ro = r. Now clearly
lim _1(r)-y(r )J 2 0. (51)
M-eoo
The sampling theorem for two dimensions turns out to be analogous to the one-
dimensional sampling theorem. The rectangular shape of the wave-number space sup-
port in (39) sounds strange and "uneconomical" for an isotropic field, the power
spectrum of which is circularly symmetric. In this case the covariance function has an
expansion of the kind in Theorem 1, but in terms of Bessel functions. No "circular"
sampling expansion for the field y(r) has been found (Papoulis 5 9 ).
When the spatial correlation function has a rectangular support, it can obviously be
expanded into a Fourier series similar to (41). Then the next theorem is obvious.
Theorem 3. Whenever a square-integrable correlation function K(r) is nonzero on
a finite support ~gc only, such that
Max Ir = r . (52)
rC °
K(r) has the following Fourier-series representation
K(r) = 1 S(Mn) e
4-rrr
o m n
0, elsewhere, Kmn o
The usual uncertainty principle for Fourier transforms, as is known in quantum
mechanics (for example, Louisell51), is valid. A Gaussian field pattern is maximally
concentrated (in the mean-square sense) in both the aperture and wave-number domains
(Papoulis60).
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3.2 FIELD REPRESENTATION IN A FINITE APERTURE
3. 2. 1 Covariances and Wave-Number Power Spectra
The field itself can be represented by a Fourier series only within a finite (compact)
aperture. The restriction of the field to the aperture area is no longer homogeneous
because one cannot go beyond the edges. The field and the spatial covariance functions
have to be modified by multiplying them with proper window functions (Blackman and
Tukey ):
Ka(r l r2 = K(rl-r 2 ) w(rl) w(r2), (54)
w(r) = 1, for r E ~
(55)
= 0, elsewhere.
The following wave-number spectra can now be defined:
S (-c r ) SS 1 - -i~l 01 2-
Sal (K;r2) = Ka(r 1 r2) e d r
= W(r2 ) S(K1) e W(iK1 (56)
S_(rc% S ~Ii I1K 2 r 2 2-'
Sa2(Kl' K2) = Ka(rl r2 ) e d2r2
= W(K1*[WK K (1]a(r, (58)
= w(K l) * [W( 1- z2 ) *s(Kl)], ( )
where the star denotes the convolution operation in the wave-number domain. The
Fourier transform of the window function W(K) is in fact the Fraunhofer diffraction
image of the aperture, while S(K) describes the intensity distribution among the plane
waves coming from different directions that compose the original field. In fact, it is
easy to see that Sa12(K 1, K2) is nothing else but the covariance function in the focal plane
(except for a constant and with Fresnel quadratic phase effects neglected). The wave-
number vector K and the focal plane coordinate vector u are related by K = 2ru/(XF),
where F is the focal length.
Strictly speaking, the tails of the window functions mean that the sampling Theorem 2
cannot be applied. As astronomers know full well, the wave-number window function
W(K) (the diffraction image) for usual telescope apertures is considerably narrower than
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the wave-number spectrum of a plane wave that has propagated through a turbulent atmo-
sphere. By using a sufficiently fine grid the error arising from sampling representation
can be made negligible.
3. 2. 2 Plane-Wave and Orthogonal Representations
The usual Fourier series expansion can be conveniently used to describe the field
within the limited aperture. The coefficients can be measured in the focal plane, sub-
ject to errors from diffraction effects. Hence this expansion, also called "the plane-
wave representation," is very important.
Often other than sampling or plane-wave representations are useful. Orthogonal
representations are a very general, but still convenient, class of such representations.
Any complete orthonormal (within the aperture) set of functions i(r) can be used to rep-
resent the field. The sampling and Fourier series representations are a special case
of such an orthogonal representation. The representation is
y(r) = L Yii(r), r gr (59)
i=O
Yi f f y(r) i (r)d 2 r. (60)
r
The orthonormality condition reads
[ ~f [i(r) j (r) d r 6= ij. (61)
r
Here 6.i is the Kronecker delta. The indices i can and are often taken to be integer vec-
tors, in this case with two components.
A particularly simple example, as referred to above, is the set of plane waves, which
is orthogonal in a rectangular aperture with sides a and b if the functions exp(iKmn. r)
are chosen so that Kmn = (41Tm/a, 4=rn/b).
The statistical properties of the coefficients of these orthogonal expansions are of
great interest, and will be investigated in some detail. Now only second-order statis-
tics of the coefficients will be discussed. The moments of the coefficients are derived
from the moments of the field itself by linear transformations. The covariance matrix
of the representation has the following entries:
ki. YiY. = ffff y(r) y (r') (r (r') d rd r
1r
ffff K(r-r') (r) d rd r'. (62)
adr
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The covariance matrix is diagonal if and only if
f f K(r-r) i(r') d2 r' = Xkii(r) (63)
for some constant Xi. This particular representation has been named after Karhunen
and Loive. The covariance matrix entries then are ki = Xi6ij.
For the plane-wave decomposition it is easy to see the similarity between Eqs. 62
and 58. Hence
ki = Ar Sa12 (K K (64)
where Sal 2 was defined in (58).
To obtain the diagonal, or Karhunen-Loeve representation, the integral Eq. 63 has
to be solved. Sometimes, for example, if the kernel is Gaussian, it may be separable:
K(r) = K' (x) K"(y). (65)
If, also, the aperture is rectangular, the integral equation factors into two one-
dimensional integral equations. Even these are usually hard to solve.
For infinite apertures the plane waves are the solutions to the integral (63), since
o -i r' -iK r
K(r-r')e d S( ) e . (66)
-OO
For practical purposes, only a finite number of coefficients can be used. The actual
number depends on the purpose of the expansion. A measure to this number D, the
number of "degrees of freedom" of the field can be obtained by taking the number of
Fourier coefficients below wave-number "cutoff," viz.:
D = (oa/+1) 21 (a/rC)2 (67)
where a is the side of the rectangular aperture, and rc the coherence radius of the field,
somehow defined. This is analogous to the known number of degrees of freedom of an
approximately time (T) and bandlimited (W) signal, (2WT + 1).
3.3 STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE LOG-NORMAL FIELD
IN SAMPLING REPRESENTATION
3. 3. 1 Probability Density
According to the material presented in Section II the plane wave sent through a tur-
bulent atmosphere suffers a random multiplicative distortion (see Fig. 2), which is
modelled as log-normal. If we set y(r) = log z(r), its probability density is Gaussian.
The probability density of the samples of y(r) is
25
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p (y) = im exp (Y-) K(-y ), (68)
_ N-oo (2r)N det K1/2 -
where y and K stand for following 1 X 2N and 2N X 2N matrices (the symbol T means
- -Y
transpose operation)
Y [X1 , Xz ...' XN' 01' 02'*' ON] (69)
TK = (-)(¥ )T (70)
In the sampling representation used here ¥k = Y(rk) = Xk + iOk' k = 1, ... N. The
sampling representation is the most natural, because of the following memoryless expo-
nential transformation.
The probability density for the field z(r) is obtained from (68) by the following trans-
formation of variables:
r ' r Xk i Xk
Zk = Zk + izk' Zk = e cos Ok, zk = e sin Ok (71)
for k = 1 .. , N. The expression for the density of z becomes
1 2 2
pz(Z) = P(Z)) p(Z)) II Z k +Z k (72)
- _-- --k= k
where a(z)/ay is the Jacobian of the transformation. There is no closed-form expression
for the marginal distributions of the real or imaginary part of the field z(r).
3. 3. 2 Sample Moments
The moments of the components of the z-vector are easy to evaluate. Because the
phase variance is very large the phase can be taken to be uniform. Then all of the odd-
order moments of the components of z vanish. In fact, the same fate befalls all of the
nl n2 *ml *m2
moments klzk2 .. Zll Zl2 ... for which nl + n2 + ... ml + m2 + ... (see The-
orem 5). Two theorems will now be presented, the first concerning the covariance func-
tion of z(r), which is due to Fried, 6 2 the second generalizing this result to moments of
an arbitrary order. In preparation the amplitude and phase-structure functions are
defined as follows:
Dx(r 1 r 2) = X(r 1)-X(r2)2 (73)
D0 (rl, r 2 ) = 0(r1 )-0(r2) 12 (74)
As before, we shall assume that the amplitude is a homogeneous field and the phase is
locally homogeneous only.
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Theorem 4. The following assumptions will be made concerning the log-amplitude and
phase of a log-normal field z(r).
1. The log-amplitude x(r) is homogeneous within the aperture, and normal with
variance a2 and mean -2, so that z 2 = 1.
2. The phase (r) is locally homogeneous with mean zero and a structure function
that depends on the difference of the aperture points only. Then the covariance function
of the field is a function of the amplitude and phase-structure functions:
K(r1' r2) = exp[-(DX (r-r 2 )+Do(r 1-r 2)]. (75)
Proof: We denote X(rlY = X1, (r 2 ) = 2, etc.
and (70) with A = [1, 1, i, -i] we have
K(r1, r) =
Using the matrices defined by (69)
_ Xl+X2+iO 1-i02 AT(r 1 ) (r 2 ) e = e- -1~~~~~~~ e- 
expT 1 (YY-)TK-l -)
=... IexpA -- I -- j
(2w) 2 Idet K 11/2
exp [. ATK A+ yTA
(2)2 Idet K 11 / 2
-N
d4 r
i i exp - T1 (A-)TK(-K d4r
= exp ATK A+ .TA]
2- -
(76)
Using the definition of K
-¥ (in Eq. 70), we can see that
K(rl, ) = exp [(-) T A] +Y _]
= exp (Xl+X 2 -Xl-XZ+i(Ol-0 2 )) 2 +'l +Y2
1
= exp X1 +X 2 + - 2 exp(- , (01z-j2 
(77)
Then we observe that
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(x +xZ_311 _'2)
_ _ 
_ 
_ 
_
_ -
r -
exp Zi(O I-0 2) (I +X 2_X1_X2_ ]
(X1+X2) = 2(X+X 2 ) - (-X 2 ) 2
-1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2
X1 + X2 +2 (Xi+X 2-X1-X2) X1+ + X2 + Xl + X2- Xl+) - 1 -x 2)
(01-01)(Xl+xl,-lx-l) = (0 1X 1- 0 2X2) + (0 1X 2- 0 2 X1 ). (78)
The cross terms between 0 and X vanish because these crosscorrelation functions
depend only on distance for the homogeneous fields assumed: 0iXj = KX([|ri-rj|)
2 2 2i,j = 1, 2. Now we use assumption 1 and notice that X = a (1+a ). Then Eq. 75
follows.
According to Section II and with Tatarski's63 equations applied to (75), we have
K -1 rl r (79)
K(r 1 r 2) = exp rc 1 2
The subscripts 12 in a12 and rc12 help to keep in mind that they, too, depend on the dif-
ference between the two points r and r 2. For distances much smaller than the inner
scale of turbulence the exponent a 1 2 = 2. For distances considerably beyond the inner
scale of turbulence the exponent is 5/3. With practical aperture sizes the outer scale
of turbulence will never be reached. The scaling constant rc12 is also different in these
two regions.
Theorem 5. With the assumptions of Theorem 4 the moment of an arbitrary order of the
field z(r) is equal to
nl n n n11 2 m *nm-  *Nm
z 1 Z2 ... Zm 1 m ... ZN = exp Xk +
exp 12
Proof: The proof is exactly like that in Theorem 4 up to Eq. 77. The cross terms
consisting in crosscorrelation functions 0 iXj again vanish by homogeneity.
It is easy to see that those moments for which the number of added k's is different
from the number of 0 k' s subtracted will always have a very large negative contribution
from the phase in the exponent. Because of the inhomogeneous but locally homogeneous
character of the phase, the squared average blows up in this case, so that the cor-
responding moment vanishes.
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(80)
3. 3. 3 Even-Order Sample Moments in Terms of Amplitude 
and
Phase-Structure Functions
An interesting case, which will be used eventually, arises when 
all nk' s are 1's and
N = 2n. This moment will be called K 2 n(rl ... r2 n), and will be 
evaluated as follows.
First look at the expression containing the log-amplitudes. 
This expression will be
worked out as in (78) in Theorem 6.
F - nn 2
-Zn
Xk + ~ l (Xk-Rk) = -ncy + I Xk
Lk=~ Ik= 
2n
k=l 1
k=l
-k= 
2n
=2 + 1 2Xk +
k=l
2n _ 2n 4 + n2 +
= -Znu 2 - ZnuZ4 + nx +
2 n 2N X j I n2 4
k= 1 j=k+ 1
2n 2
2k+ X
k= 1 j=k+ 1
2n 2n
( 2n-1 ) Xk 2 i
k=l 1 k= 
- (xkk x )1
2n
(Xk-Xj)
j=k+ 1
=-Zn -2 2n2 4
2n
22 2 17
+ 2nZ (l+a ) -2 
k=l 1
2n
j=k+ 
Zn Zn
= +2n(n-1) 2 _1 T DX(rk-rj).
k=1 j=k+l
The evaluation of the expression containing the phases is complicated 
by the alternately
positive and negative signs of its terms.
2n _2 2n
(Ok kOk+n) (Ok- 0 k+n ) 2 + 2 
k=l k= k= 1
( k- 0k+n) (j -oj+n) -
2n
j=k+l
But again as in (78) the cross terms are replaced by squares of the differences. 
In this
case the squares cancel out.
(0k-0k+n)(0j-Oj+n) = Ok0j - Ok0j+n- jOk+n + k+n0j+n
= 1 [(0k-0j+n) 2+ (0j-0k+n) - (k-) - (Ok+n0j+n) 2.
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DX(r k-r)
(81)
(82)
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Therefore after one more step the phase-structure function can be introduced.
n
k=l 1
2
(Ok-Ok+n )
k=1
n n
(Ok-Ok+n) 2 - 2 [(koj) + (0k+n Oj+n)
k=l j=k+l
n n n n
=- D0(rk-rk+n) 
k=l j=l k=l j=k+l
(D(rk-rj ) +D(rk+n rj +n)).
(84)
Combining (81) and (84) in (80), we obtain the covariance function of order 2n
K2n( r .... , r 2 n) = Z1 ... Znzn+ 1 ... Z2n
2 n 2n
= e 2 n(n- 1) exp- 2 r
k= 
n n
Do (r-rk+n)-
k=l j=l
2n
D X(r k-r)
j=k+l
n n
* It, , (DI(rk-r )+D (k+n- +n))
k=1 j=k+l_
(85)
For later use, a special case of (85) will be considered. Assume that the phase-
structure function is quadratic; for example, the exponent in (79) is equal to two. The
covariance function (85) can be bounded between the case in which the amplitude is the
same across the whole aperture and the case in which the amplitudes in any two points
of the aperture are completely uncorrelated. In the former case all amplitude structure
functions vanish, in the latter case they are equal to 2 2 . The phase-structure function
D0 (rl-r 2 ) = Irk-r 2 /rc (86)
when substituted in (84), after using the development backwards in Eqs. 84, 83, and 82,
yields
-na 1
e exp 2 _
k=l
(rk-rk+n) c K2n(r .. rn)KJ2 ( Z 2n
2 ]
2 2n
< e2n(n1)a exp - (rkrk+n)r .I ~ ~~ .
L k=lI_
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3. 4 STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE LOG-NORMAL FIELD
IN ORTHOGONAL REPRESENTATIONS
3.4. 1 General Considerations
The sampling representation was a particularly simple form of an orthogonal repre-
sentation. Here orthogonal representations will be considered in general, and the plane-
wave decomposition in particular. The coefficients of an orthogonal representation are
evaluated by using (61). Their probability density is very hard to evaluate, even (72)
being hard enough. Certain asymptotic statements, however, can be made.
A coefficient of an orthogonal representation is a weighted sum (in fact, integral) of
the field over the whole receiver aperture. For small apertures the motion of the dif-
fraction pattern has to be considered in addition to the log-normal fading. This case
will be analyzed in Appendix C. On the other hand, for very large apertures compared
with the coherent area of the field it seems plausible that the Central Limit theorem
would hold. The statistics should then be first-order Gaussian.
3.4. 2 Central Limit Theorem for Fields
If the coefficients of an orthogonal representation are normally distributed, then by
(60) the field itself as a weighted sum of Gaussian variables must also be Gaussian by
a well-known theorem (Cramer64 ). For any finite number of Gaussian variables their
joint distribution can be orthogonalized; that is, the variables can be expressed in terms
of linear combinations of independent Gaussian variables. By the theorem referred to,
this property carries over to the infinite case. Hence the sum of possibly dependent
Gaussian variables must also be Gaussian. If the original stochastic process or field
is not Gaussian, neither can the coefficients be exactly Gaussian.
Next, the Central Limit theorem for stochastic fields will be proved. I have not met
any proofs of the Central Limit theorem for this case. The proof will be carried through
by using moment method. We have demonstrated that moments of any order exist and
are finite for the field z(r) in the aperture. The moment method is not a very elegant
means and places many probably unnecessarily severe limitations on the convergence.
Proofs of the Central Limit theorem for time series and stochastic processes have been
presented by Rosenblatt,l5 Volkonski and Rozanov,l6 and Ibragimov.65 The additional
condition required to validate the Central Limit theorem in these cases when the terms
of the sum are dependent is that of strong mixing. If A is an event that happens at times
(-oo, t) and B another event that happens at times (t+T, o), the strong mixing condition
requires that
sup sup Pr(An B)- Pr(A) Pr (B)I = a(T) -0 (88)
t A, B
as T - O. It has been shown by Volkonski and Rozanov that this is equivalent to
the condition
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sup sup ~'"-' = a'(T) < 16 a(T) - 0. (89)
t 'r,
As T - , where ii is a random variable measurable in the algebra of events at times
(-0c, T), and , is a random variable measurable in the algebra of events at times (t+T, Co).
Furthermore, [r < 1, 1 < 1 are required. Certain conditions have to be imposed as the
speed a(T) approaches zero depending on the other conditions of the Central Limit theo-
rem, such as Lyapunov's or Lindeberg's conditions. These conditions obviously depend
also on the dimension of the process parameter, time, so that the proof for one-
dimensional time does not apply without modifications for fields with at least two dimen-
sions. Instead of presenting a proof on the lines of Volkonski and Rozanov, the proof
based on moment evaluations will be presented.
The strong mixing condition will be imposed in the following form:
m
KZm(r'r 2 ,' .r 2m)- jII K , rk )- a2m(R), (90)K2m(r' r2 .... r2m) ~j n19j=\
where {(ij, kj)} is an arrangement of the indices 1, ... , 2m in pairs and the distance
from one of these pairs to a member of any other pair is at least R. Another condition
of the form
K2 m(r 1 , r 2 . .r2m) 2m(R) (91)
for min I r-rkl > R, j, k = 1, ... , 2m. As R - o, a 2 m(R) - 0 and P 2 m(R) - 0. Physi-
cally (90) means that the (2m) -order covariance factors into products of second-order
covariance functions if the pairs of points are sufficiently distant from each other.
Equation 90 indicates that the covariance functions vanish at a certain speed when the
distance of some point to all the other points is large enough. Similar conditions have
to be true for the odd-order covariance functions.
Theorem 6. (Central Limit theorem for fields). Consider the normalized integral of a
real homogeneous field z(r), whose moments of all orders exist and are finite; in par-
ticular, its mean is zero and variance unity.
H/ f1 z(r) 2. (92)
r qA A 
r c r
Then the distribution of tr,, converges toward the (0, 1)-normal distribution, since the
diameter of the aperture area goes to infinity, if the separability conditions (93) and (94)
hold for the covariances of the field. A is a normalization factor defined as follows
c
1 -(93)
A =Af r f K 2 (rl, r 2 ) d rd 2 r 2
r _Qr 'Qr
(With this condition 2 = 1.)
~r
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Proof: The idea of the proof is to bound the integral of the difference of a moment
of (2m)th order of z(r) and the corresponding Gaussian moment (Eq. 94). The Gaussian
moment is the sum of products of m covariance functions K 2 (r j , rk), where j and k go
through all of the (m-1)!! = (m-1) (Zm-3) ... 3. 1 possibilities of taking the points
r1 ... , r2 m in pairs. The integral of the difference is divided into three parts that are
bounded separately. In the first part, I, the integration is carried over the domain 91
where the points r ... , r 2 m are arranged in pairs so that the points in a pair are close
together but each pair is far from any other pair. In this case the approximate factoring
of (90) occurs and the integrand turns out to be small. In the second part, I2, some of
the pairs may be close to each other so that the factoring of (90) no longer works. The
corresponding domain of integration 9 2 turns out to be infinitesimal compared with the
total domain 9 = arx. . r (2m times). Finally, in the domain 9 - 91 - 92 some of
the points are far away from every other point, so that the integrand again turns out to
be small because of (91). In the course of bounding the three parts of the integral some
sufficient conditions will be imposed on a 2 m(R) and P2m(R). By using a different tech-
nique in the proof, these conditions can be made less restricting. The proof for moments
of odd order goes analogously, except that 91 is picked so that one point is separated
from all of the pairs. The integrand then is negligible. For 9 2 and - - 9 2 the
proof goes exactly as in the case of the even moments. In the case of log-normal fields
the odd moments are zero initially.
We want to consider the difference
e = 2m (2m-1)!!
Or
AmAm Kmr ,. - II K r id 4 m r,
r cm S S 2rr,  s........r2m
k=1 
r r
(94)
where k stands for an integer labeling a particular arrangement of the set {1,2, ... ,2m}
into pairs. The symbol x stands for the Cartesian product of sets. The differential
4m 2- 2- 2m- d r means d rd r 2 . d r2m The vector r stands for {rl,r2 . rzm.
It is helpful to introduce the sets for given distance R:
jk { r : l rj-rkI R}
(95)
g~ k = {: -rk I> R}.
Next, we define the domains 91' 9 2 and -9 1 - 9 2 in terms of these sets
9jk and their complements 9jk:
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(2m-1)!!
U Ik
k= 1
n = n n c91 ik k lkk 2#k ( ikiQ ik JkJ)
ik' k
(2m-1)!! 1 c
Here the first union or intersection with index k sums over all possible ways of parti-
tioning the set {1, 2. 2m} into pairs. The second sum goes over the m pairs speci-
fied by the partition.
The integral (94) will be divided into three parts as follows.
I = I + 2 + n3
j =Ar Arc rd r, j= 1, 2, 3.
The integral I1 i ntegrated over domains lk for k = 1, ... , (2m-1)!!. Within ak
domain 9 lk
2k1 _ Jk _U lk98C3=- 1_ = n U _ (96)
k'ik ik Jk' k
These bounds follow from the strong mixing conditions (90) and (91). In (99) it has been
assumed that uK2n 1. In each term on the left side of (99) at least two covariance
functions have distances r. -r. R, by Eq. 96. In each integral over ik we make
the change of variablestion.
over all ri. Clearly, |vQI < R. The areas for different Q will in general overlap. So
the following bound is obtainedKD -i k' k lk az mDlk i J k' d dmv
ui r r u -v X a?Am(r 12)m... (101)
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Because the number of the sets lk is (Zm-1)!! the integral I is absolutely bounded by
the expression
IIl (n-azm (R)+(Zm-1)!! p(R)) (1Z)
For each m, II 1 I can be made negligible by taking R large enough, provided that
a 2 m(R) = o(R ) (103)
-mP 2 (R) = o(R m ) (104)
for every m, where o(x)/x - 0 as x - 0, and P2(R) go to zero faster than any power.
Such functions, for example, are exp(-Ra), a > 0, exp(-IlnRla), a > 1.
The integrand in integral I2 in (97) is bounded by M 2 m + (2m-1)!!, where K2 m(r)j -
M 2 m. The volume of the set 92 is bounded similarly to the volume of .' Here, how-
ever, the distance of at least two pairs of points is less than R. Then the four points
in question are contained in a circle of radius 1. 5 R. Hence after the transformation of
variables analogous to (100) we have
D 2 < (ArRZ R91TR .- (105)
Therefore
112 < 94 R 2 (m+l) A-1Acm(Mm+(2m-1)!!) = o(A 1) . (106)
Hence 121 is made negligible by taking Ar large enough.
In 93 the diameter of the set of vectors r 1, ... , rZm is more than R. Then by
simple geometric reasoning it becomes obvious that the maximum distance of any vector
rk from any other vector is greater than or equal to R sin (r/m). Then, by (90) and (91),
[K2m(r)I <2m(R s in (107)
K 2 (r ik rik ) (R). (108)
The latter bound depends on the functional form of p2 (R). It is true, for example, for
B 2 exp(-R /2), while for = e - R the bound would be P2 (RsinlT/m). In any case it
goes to zero, roughly speaking, as P 2 (R). Let the volume of a set 9'(R) with vectors
of diameter R in 9 be called V(R). Clearly,
V(R 2m-1 (109)V(R) = A r R (109)
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Now the set 9 3 C sup '(R'). As R' grows it is possible to adjust the bounds (107)
R'>R
and (108) correspondingly. Then if the diameter ofj Q is CA1 / for some constant C
r r
(setp = (2m-1)!!),
A m Am I [ 2 m(R sin )+PP 2 (R) V(R)
1/2
+ SCAr dV(R) [P 2 m(Rsin m) +PP2 (R) (110)
-2m-26 -2m-26
Now assume that 2 m(R) B2mR , P2(R) B2R with 6 1, 62 > 0. Then,
with C 1,
2m-1
I13 <[2m(R sin )+P 2 (R)] A m+lAem w+J
2 (m--max(bl, 62)) ( 2 m-1) B (111)
2+ C (111)4 m-1 2m r r.
Again this can be made negligible by choosing R large enough, when
P 2 m(R) = o(R m (112)m
for every m.
The bounds (102), (106), and (111) show that the absolute value of the difference (94)
can be made negligible by choosing R large enough in the sets (95) and large enough Ar,
given that the strong mixing conditions (90) and (91) with (103), (104) and (112) are valid.
The convergence of the moments is sufficient to ensure the convergence of the prob-
ability distribution toward the Gaussian distribution by the moment convergence theorem
(Feller 6).
3. 4. 3 Application to the Log-normal Field
Obviously, a similar theorem holds for complex fields. It is very interesting to
apply Theorem 9 to the covariance function of the log-normal field (85), while using the
amplitude and phase structure functions introduced in Section II. It turns out that the
atmospheric covariance functions satisfy the strong-mixing condition.
Before considering the covariance function of the log-normal field in detail a few
comments are in order.
1. The second condition (91) is satisfied for large R because the phase variance is
very large in the expression (85) for the covariance function KZm(r).
2. The factoring property (90) is fulfilled for the amplitude-structure functions in
(111) because the amplitude structure function saturates soon at a value of twice the
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log-amplitude variance 2 2 as the separation between pairs of points.
Hence the phase properties are the important ones in determining under what condi-
tions the log-normal field satisfies the Central Limit theorem.
Equation 85 is rewritten here for convenience
..... 
1 [- n ~ 2n 2n
r- n ) e2n(n- 1)or2
k1 j=k+l
* exp - f(r 1 , . r2n ), (113)
Zra
c
where f(r 1, . r2zn) contains the phase-structure functions from Section II:
n n n n
f(r r -r I" 'k-'j1- 1. r .f(r1 .. r 2n)= n Irk rk+n [ j +J+nril (114)
k=l j=1 k=l j=k+l
Here the exponent a 2 for small distances compared with the inner scale of turbulence,
while in the turbulence domain it is 5/3, according to the theory of Obukhov and Tatarski.
The total number of positive terms in (114) is n ,while the number of negative terms
is n -n. The number of terms containing a single variable, for example, r, is Zn-1,
among which n are positive and n-l are negative. Clearly, as J r 1 - o, while other
rk's, k = 2, ... , 2n stay constant, the sum f(rl, ... , rn) tends to plus infinity for any
a > 0. Hence the weak-mixing condition (91) is satisfied. Also, the covariance will
approach zero exponentially. This asymptotic behavior for large distances is not
physically correct because large scale inhomogeneities cause saturation of the phase-
structure function.
To look at the validity of the weak-mixing condition (90), the case for n = 2 is pre-
sented. The same procedure holds for any n > 2. We consider the case for which
r1 - r3 = u and r 2 r4 = v are "small," while r1 - r = r will tend to infinity. Take r=
(R, 0), then in terms of u= (u 1 , u 2 ), v = (v l , v2 ) we have
f(r 1, r2 , r3 r4) =
+ + + [(RUl)ZuQ +u12 - Re - [(R+VlUl)2+(vZu2) 2 ] a/Z
= ua + vI + Ra + 1-1-1+ 2 v + R - ZUl + R l (V U2R 1 R - -u1)
Iv + ul - VU-v2u2 a(a-2) 2 2  2 2 1
v+uR v 1+ 8-2 I 4v l+4ul-4(vl-u l) + O(R )|u| I8R L '1 ')
- uj + Ivia - RZ [2(a- 1)u Iv 1+u 2v 2+o(R-1. (115)
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This result shows that the weak-mixing condition (90) is valid; that is, f(r 1 , r2 , r3 , 4 ) -
g(u) + g(v) as R - oo, if and only if a < 2. For a = 2 there will be cross terms for any R.
For R > 2, the cross terms will in fact dominate.
The singular case a = 2 is analyzed in detail in Appendix A. It is easy to see that
physically the Central Limit theorem cannot be true in this case. We have shown that
the ensemble of pure plane waves gives the quadratic phase-structure function. When
the aperture size grows the diffraction image of the plane wave gets smaller and smaller.
Clearly, there is no convergence towards anything normal.
If the phase-structure function saturates quite soon (as indicated by Moldon4 4 ), the
mixing condition is automatically satisfied.
3. 4. 4 Application to Coefficients of Orthogonal Representations
The Central Limit theorem was proved for the integral of the field over the aper-
ture. It cannot hold for any orthogonal representation, as is obvious in considering the
example of the sampling representation. The coefficient k corresponding to a given
orthonormal function is obtained by performing the integration
k =J f z(r ) k(r) dr. (116)
Or
The fourth-order moment of this (unnormalized) complex variable is equal to
(8) 8
(k)k= 1 [4 I f . f K4 (rli, r2, r4) 4(r) ((r) qk(r3) k(r4) dr. (117)
Or
If we recall the proof of Theorem 6, it is obvious that the same proof will work if the
weak-mixing conditions are valid for the following fourth-order (or similar kernel of
any order) kernel:
K4() = K 4 ( r, r3, r4) 4(lr) k(rl) rk(r33) (r4). (118)
This kernel is no longer homogeneous, but the proof actually requires only boundedness
in addition to separability. The plane-wave decomposition is an example of orthogonal
representation that preserves the separability property of the covariance function. In
addition to the limiting cases of very large or very small apertures the moments of the
representation coefficients should be evaluated. The fourth moment can be evaluated
analytically only when the phase-structure function exponent is equal to two. For
moments of higher than second order this model is highly unrealistic. At present, the
only workable approach would be to find the actual distributions in some numerical or
experimental method. If the plane-wave decomposition is used, Eq. 117 means evalua-
ting an eightfold Fourier integral over the Cartesian product of the apertures. The result
is analogous to (58); that is, the infinite Fourier transform of the fourth-order covari-
ance function will be "smoothed" by the diffraction pattern in some complicated way.
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The question of the distribution of a single coefficient of an orthogonal representation
has been given some asymptotic answers. The next question is the joint distribution of
two or more coefficients of an orthogonal representation. In principle, the joint density
can be developed, given a set of moments of the distribution, by using a Gram- Charlier
type of expansion. This method will not be pursued in this work.
3. 4. 5 Covariance of Representation Coefficients
It is of great interest to evaluate at least the covariance function of the representation
coefficients. This means the evaluation of (63). The most interesting case is the plane-
wave representation. This covariance is then proportional to the actual covariance in
the focal plane, when Fresnel quadratic phase effects are ignored. The formula in this
case becomes (64) where (58) is to be used. The intensity in the focal plane has been
evaluated by Chernov. 7
The covariance function will be evaluated directly as in (63). We have
-* 1iK r+iK2z r 
K2 (K1 K2) = 1 Ar f f w(rl) w(r 2 ) K(r 1 , r2 ) e d rd r2 . (119)
Here w(r) stands for the aperture function as defined in (55). The variables are trans-
formed so that r 1 = v+u/2, r 2 = v-u/2, Ko = (K1 +K2)/2,' K K= 1 -K 2 Assuming the field
to be homogeneous so that K(r1 , r2) = K(rl-r 2 ), we have
Kz(KLK2)= A Jr .wt+' I . +)w\v-_ 2 .)K(u)e d ud v. (120)
Here the Fourier integral of the overlapping area of the shifted apertures has to be
found. For a rectangular aperture we have the following expression for this integral,
the diffraction image of the overlapping area of the shifted apertures:
sin (KAl (a-lUll)/2) sin (KA2(a-luz2)/2)
diff (a,K,u) = 4 (121)
where KA = (KA, KA2 ) , and a is the aperture size. For a circular aperture the result
is qualitatively comparable, but has a very complicated form. Finally,
oo 
- i ~ 'U d u
KZ(K 1 , K2 ) = A' f f diff (a, K, ) K(u) e d (122)
-00
Now assuming that the aperture area is large compared with the coherent area, it can
be seen in (122) that diff.(a, KA, u) changes slowly as a function of u (at least for K A
small enough). To obtain a simple result, the u-dependence is suppressed (this will
give an upper bound to K2 (K1 , K2 )), so that
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sin (Kxa/2) sin (Ka/2)
K2(K1' K2) ' sn a/2 S(K ), (123)
Kxa/2 yKAa/2
where K = K1 K2, and Ko = (K1+K2 )/2. For apertures large compared with the coherent
area the second-order covariance function of the field in the focal plane is approximately
a product of two functions, one of which is the diffraction image of the aperture, and
changes rapidly as a function of the difference of the two points K1 and K2 . The other
function is the wave-number spectrum of the field. It is much broader than the diffrac-
tion image, because of the atmospheric turbulence. It is in fact the intensity distribu-
tion in the focal plane. It specifies the magnitude of the covariance (123), as K1 - K2
(see Fig. 3).
K , . ai
Fig. 3. Behavior of the covariance function of the
field in the focal plane.
3.5 SIMULATION RESULTS OF INDEPENDENT LOG-NORMAL
VARIABLES
3. 5. 1 General Considerations
Extensive simulations have been used because of the analytical difficulties in dealing
with statistical questions concerning sums of log-normal variables. The variable whose
statistical properties are being investigated by simulation is, for the most part, the
Fourier coefficient of the field in the aperture. This variable relates physically to the
field at a point on the focal plane. It was proved in Theorem 6 that the distribution of
this coefficient converges eventually toward a normal distribution, as the aperture
grows very large compared with the coherence area of the field. As the proof shows,
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in the sense indicated by the strong-mixing condition (88)-(91) the plane-wave represen-
tation coefficient can be considered as a sum of independent log-normal variables. The
simulation of the field with given correlation properties was not done because its crea-
tion from random numbers is difficult. It is very easy, on the other hand, to create a
set of "independent" complex log-normal variables, or as they are called by statisti-
cians, "complex log-normal deviates."
We shall now deal with sums of independent log-normal deviates. The basic variable
generated is a complex log-normal deviate with given log-amplitude variance 2. The
mean value of the log-amplitude was taken to be -_ to give unit average "intensity," and
the phase was either uniform or Gaussian with variable phase deviation from the average
phase value zero. The generating method is discussed in Appendix B. The deviate
thus created is denoted z k = zk + izk
Two kinds of sums were generated, the sum of K complex log-normal devi-
ates,
K
K fI Zk' (124)
k=l
and the sum of K absolute squared values of log-normal deviates
K
IK = E Izk. (125)
k=l
The motivation for the last was the surprising results obtained experimentally by Fried,
Mevers, and Keister, 3 6 and the desire to check the theoretical results of Mitchell 6 7 on
the permanence of the log-normal distribution. The sum (125) obviously simulates the
total energy collected by the aperture at a given moment. Clearly, the value of the
simulations is somewhat restricted by the fact that the terms of the sums in (124) and
(125) are not dependent in a way that would correspond to the locally homogeneous model
introduced in Section II.
The problem of convergence of the distribution of the sum of independent log-normal
variates has been analyzed by B. Levitt. His results agree with the simulations reported
below.
3. 5. 2 Amplitude and Phase Distributions of Sums
The distribution function of K was computed from 1024 simulations that were
grouped in 64 classes. This distribution function was plotted with the use of the com-
puter on probability papers so that the amplitude statistics of 'K was compared with
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Table 2. Hypothesis testing on the distributions of simulated sums of K complex
log-normal variables having uniform phase and log-normal amplitude
distributions, with the latter normalized so that the mean-square
amplitude is unity. 2 represents the log-normal variance. The three
hypotheses used were "Rayleigh distribution" or "log-normal distribu-
tion" for amplitude, and uniform distribution for phase.
1.0 0.5 0.1
K0
Rayleigh Amplitude
4 A *
16 t A A
64 A A no test
Log-normal Amplitude
1 A A A
4 A $
16 t
64 no test
Uniform Phase
1 A A A
4 A A A
16 A A A
64 A A no test
Testing symbols: A - hypothesis acceptable, * = deviation from
assumed hypothesis slightly significant (10% probability), t = devia-
tion significant (1% probability), = deviation highly significant (0.1%
probability). The probability lvels (10%, 1%, . 1%) indicate the
probability of rejecting a given hypothesis when it is in fact correct.
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log-normal and Rayleigh distribution, while the phase statistics were compared with
the uniform distribution. The significance levels at which either the acceptance or the
rejection of either the log-normal or the Rayleigh hypothesis was done were observed
from the computer-generated plots. The results are shown in Table 2. The number of
samples for each entry was 1024, except those that are marked with "no test."
The distributions of the initial log-normal variables for the values of - that were
selected change quite remarkably. The distribution for C = 1.0 is peaked very close to
the origin and highly spread. The distribution for a- = 0. 5 peaks at some distance from
the origin, showing a valley with gentle curves near the origin. Finally, the distribution
for a- = . 1 looks closely like a Rician distribution, forming a sharp ridge on the edge of
the unit circle around the origin.
The convergence toward normal distribution, or rather Rayleigh distribution in
amplitude and uniform distribution in phase, is fastest for a- = .5 for which it happens
before K = 4. For the largest a = 1.0 the convergence is "complete" at some point
between K = 16 and K = 64. For this latter case the log-normal distribution can be used
Table 3. Hypothesis testing on the distributions of sums of K complex log-normal
variables having the variance of log-amplitude r2 = 1. 0, and Gaussian
phase distribution with mean zero and phase deviation as indicated.
Phase
eviation 1. 0 3. 14 6.28 15. 0
K
Rayleigh Amplitude
16 $ 
64 A A A
Log-normal Amplitude
4 A A A A
16 A A * *
64 A t $ t
Uniform phase
4 $ A A A
16 $ A A A
64 $ A A A
Testing symbols: A = acceptable, deviation from test hypothesis is slightly
significant (10%) for , significant (1%)for t, and highly significant (0.1%) for $.
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as a reasonable model up to some intermediate K between 4 and 16. The phase stays
uniform over the entire range of C- and K.
Simulation results in Table 3 show a somewhat different behavior for sums of log-
normal "intensities." Therefore we decided in the case of sums of complex log-normal
variables to investigate what difference a range of phase deviations from 1 to 15 might
make when compared with the results obtained with uniform phase distribution. The
phase and the amplitude were made independent in the simulations of Tables 2 and 3.
Table 3 gives the results of hypothesis testing for = 1. 0, the sample size N = 1024,
and for phase deviations of 1. 0, 3. 14, 6. 28, and 15. 0
These simulation results should be compared with the first column for = 1.0 in
Table 2. The comparison shows that for phase deviations 6. 28 and 15 the results are
essentially the same as for the uniform phase in Table 2. For a phase deviation of 1 the
log-normal distribution is a good fit to the actual amplitude distribution of the simulated
sum over the whole range of K. The phase distribution is now very different from uni-
form. The case of phase deviation 3. 14 is intermediate between the extremes of small
Table 4. Hypothesis testing on the distributions of sums of K real
log-normal variables with mean = 1 and variance of log-
arithm 4 . (Sum of intensities.)
I t 1.0 0. 5 0. 1
K
Log-normal Amplitude
1 A A A
4 A no test no test
16 * A A
64 * A A
256 A no test no test
Normal Amplitude
4 $ no test no test
16 A
64 * A
256 l no test no testI
Testing symbols: A = acceptable, deviation from test
is slightly significant (10%) for *,
(1%) for , and highly significant (0.
hypothesis
significant
1%) for $.
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and large phase deviations.
Simulation results on sums of log-normal intensities are given in Table 4. This
table conveys the message that for sums of real log-normal variables the resulting dis-
tribution can be well fitted to a log-normal distribution for all K and r-. The fit seems
to be better for small than for large . Eventually the sums will approach normal ran-
dom variables when properly normalized. Hence Mitchell's argument agrees with these
simulation results. Because the actual field in the aperture has amplitude correlations,
however, the speed of convergence cannot be inferred very easily either from his results
or from Table 4. The speed of convergence can be seen from Levitt's results. 6 8
The other test hypothesis was chosen to be normal instead of x2-distribution because
convergence was expected for rather high values of K, and the normal approximation
is close to the XZ-distribution for K > 30. In fact, for a = 0.1, a X -distribution having
a broad shape would be a very poor approximation to the actual spiky distribution.
The simulation results show that for large apertures the field samples in the focal
plane look to be first-order Gaussian. On the other hand, the experimental results of
Fried, Mevers, and Keister 36 show that even for large apertures the total power col-
lected by the aperture looks log-normal. Although this sounds strange, this seems to
be the actual behavior. According to the results of Ohta and Koizumi, 6 9 the total power
in the case of a Gaussian field is indeed closely log-normal.
The results established on amplitude and phase statistics by simulations of log-
normal sums indicate that in many cases using either log-normal or normal distribu-
tion that is properly fitted gives satisfactory approximations to the actual statistics.
The convergence toward the normal distribution seems to be very slow indeed for
a = 1.0, and no doubt even slower for larger log-normal variances.
3. 5. 3 Testing the Independence of Fourier Coefficients
The one-dimensional marginal distributions of the amplitude and phase do not
even specify the actual distribution of the log-normal sum in a single point because
something has to be specified about their dependency. The following simulations
intend to clarify the question of independence of the amplitude and the phase in a
single point, and the independence of amplitudes and phases in two points in the
simulated focal plane, where the points are taken to be the closest two points with
zero correlation. The arrangement of the simulation and the tests that were used
are discussed in Appendix B.
Table 5 displays the results of 1024 simulations. Two contingency table sizes
were tried. The X test of independence is most reliable, when each entry of the
contingency table contains a large number, preferably more than 10. Unfortunately
this was not the case in either size selected for the contingency tables. Small num-
bers tend to increase X2, so that the error will be more to the conservative side
of rejecting the hypothesis of independence. The points of rejection on various
probability levels were the following.
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For 9 degrees of freedom
at probability level 10% x = 14. 68
2
at probability level 1% X = 21.67
at probability level . 1% X2 = 27. 88.
For 81 degrees of freedom
2
at probability level 10%o = 101.8
2
at probability level 1% X = 117. 5
2
at probability level . 1% = 125. 8.
Table 5 shows clearly that there is a good reason to model the sum of at least 4 inde-
pendent complex log-normal variables so that its amplitude and phase are independent.
Table 5. Test of independence of the amplitude and the phase of sums of
K independent complex log-normal variables. The numbers in
2
the table stand for XN where N = 9 for the upper half and
N = 81 for the lower half corresponding to the contingency tables
used in the test.
K 1.0 0.5 0.1
Contingency Table 4 X 4
4 4.66 10. 62 12. 32
A A A
16 3.28 11. 13 4. 18
A A A
64 16.59 5.39 12. 14
* A A
Contingency Table 10 X 10
4 92.8 114.3 69.8
A * A
16 94.4 78.0 57.0
A A A
64 99.9 79.7 99.0
A A A
2
r = variance of log-amplitude, A = independence hypothesis acceptable,
* = independence hypothesis accepted at probability level 1% but rejected
at probability level 10%; that is, deviation from the independence hypoth-
esis is slightly significant. Sample size = 1024.
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Table 6. Test of independence of amplitudes and phases in two
close uncorrelated focal plane points. The numbers stand
for X with 9 degrees of freedom.
1.0 0.5 0. 1
K
Amplitude 1203 $ 62 $ 1199 $
2 Phase 86 t 24.3 t 448 
p .04 .03 .02
Amplitude 779 t 34 $ 112 $
4 Phase 8.7 A 4.9 A 8.0 A
P .09 .03 .02
Amplitude 1185 $ 5.7 A 22.6 t
8 Phase 12.5 A 5.8 A 5.9 A
P .05 * .01 .02
Amplitude 786 $ 10.6 A 17.3 *
16 Phase 7.0 A 5.9 A 11.2 A
p .08 .02 .01
Amplitude 124 $ 8. 1 A 8. 5 A
32 Phase 3.0 A 5.7 A 17.8 *
p .02 .02 .05
Amplitude 78 $ 13. 1 A 7.1 A
64 Phase 11.4 A 11.0 A 10.6 A
p .05 .04 .02
Amplitude 69 $
128 Phase 13.0 A no test no test
p .03
Amplitude 12.5 A
256 Phase 8.8 A no test no test
p .02
2
-= log-amplitude variance, A = acceptable independence hypoth-
esis, p = correlation coefficient of the t-wo sums compared, and
*, , $ same as in Table 3.
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The last set of simulations deals with the independence of amplitudes and phases in
those two points in the simulated focal plane which are closest and have zero correla-
tion. Table 6 lists 1024 simulations. The results of Table 6 show that if the number
of terms in the sum K becomes larger, eventually the amplitudes and the phases in two
uncorrelated points will become independent. The amplitude in point 1 and the phase
in point 2 were not tested for independence, but a look at Table 5 shows that if the
amplitude and the phase in the same point can be taken as independent for K > 4, then
even more so must the amplitude in point 1 and phase in point 2 be. The convergence
toward independence is fastest for C = 0. 5, while for C = 1.0 it is very slow. The depen-
dence between amplitudes is such that if the amplitude in point 1 is large, so prob-
ably is the amplitude in point 2. Similarly, if the amplitude is small in point 1. One
could say that although the sums are uncorrelated, their amplitudes or absolute values
may still be strongly correlated. The phases become independent after K 4. The
correlation coefficient was also monitored. Except for two cases the correlation was
not significantly different from zero.
3.6 MEASUREMENTS OF PROBABILITY DENSITY ON THE
FOCAL PLANE OF A LENS
3. 6. 1 Experimental Arrangement
The theoretical analysis carried out in section 3. 4 applied to the limiting cases of
either very large or very small apertures. The intermediate cases are very difficult
to analyze. In addition to simulations we felt that a few measurements could add some-
thing to the picture of the statistics of plane-wave coefficients. Only the amplitude dis-
tribution was measured. The measurement of joint densities was originally contemplated,
but this idea was later dropped.
Figure 4 presents the measurement arrangement at the receiving end of the link. A
controlled portion of the incoming laser radiation was allowed to come in through a cir-
cular hole. The diffraction image was magnified by the eyepiece and imaged on the
sampling aperture plate, which had holes of various sizes. The hole size was chosen to
be somewhat less than the magnified Airy disc. The sampled focal-plane field was then
focused on a photodiode. The low-level signal at the photodiode was chopped at approx-
imately 2000 Hz by the chopper wheel indicated. Hence it could be amplified in an AC-
coupled preamplifier. In the actual setup this narrow-band AC signal was recorded on
a portable tape recorder. The tape was played back in the laboratory. The signal was
then clamped, peaks were rectified and filtered to give a lowpass waveform standardized
between -1 and +1 Volts. This signal which is proportional to the momentary intensity
of the field in the focal plane was then sampled at -1800 Hz and converted to digital form
using 9 bits. This did not quite give a sufficient dynamic range for the measurements.
By looking at both high and low levels separately, it was possible to get the complete
picture.
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The measurements were done for four aperture sizes: 2. 54 cm, 5. 08 cm, 10. 16 cm,
and 20.32 cm. They were made on 30 May 1969, between 1 a.m. and 3 a.m. The weather
data are the following.
Barometric Pressure
Temperature
Relative Humidity
Wind Bearing
Wind Velocity
Velocity perpendicular to path
1001. 8 mbar
17. 2°C
84%
O ° (N)
3.6 m/s
2. 8 m/s
There is no easy quantitative way of measuring the coherence area. The coherent
area was estimated subjectively as the largest aperture size that would still give a
clean-looking Airy disc as its diffraction image. For somewhat larger apertures the
pattern dissolves.
The measurements were carried out on a 3. 8-km path between the top of the Green
Building at M. I. T. in Cambridge and the roof of the Harvard Smithsonian Observatory
on Garden Street, in Cambridge.
The transmitter was a Spectra-Physics Model 115 gas laser (He-Ne) working at
0. 63-[m wavelength. The output power, 1 mW, was collimated to form a beam with
a 3-cm diameter. In this case, L = 4. 8 cm, so that the collimated beam would be
entering the far-field condition. This condition would be better satisfied by a smaller
beam size. To make alignment less critical and to keep it more stable, it was neces-
sary to defocus the beam a little so that the beam diameter at the receiver was approx-
imately 3 m.
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Fig. 5. Histogram of sampled focal plane intensity for aperture sizes:
(a) 2. 54 cm; (b) 5. 08 cm; (c) 10. 16 cm; (d) 20. 32 cm.
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3. 6. 2 Results of Measurements
The results of the measurements are shown in the form of histograms in Fig. 5. The
results for smaller aperture sizes show clearly the spiky nature of the probability dis-
tribution near zero intensity. This phenomenon will be explained in detail in Appendix C.
To test the log-normal or exponential distribution hypothesis for the intensity, the dis-
tribution function was computed and properly transformed into a proper form so that the
correct hypothesis would show in the display as a properly oriented straight line. The
data were shown on a cathode-ray tube display and plotted by a Calcomp plotter. The data
processing was initially done with the TX-O computer, which had the proper interface
with the Adage converter-recorder system. The histogram was then transmitted from
the TX-O computer to a PDP-1 computer using the link between these two computers of
the Research Laboratory of Electronics. The PDP-1 computer had convenient floating
point routines, CRT display, and graphic plotter.
Figure 6 shows the observed distribution functions plotted against the log-normal and
exponential distributions. For the -in. aperture the tail of the distribution in Fig. 6a
looks relatively linear up to the last plotting point, which is distorted by saturation. For
larger apertures log-normality is less acceptable. Figure 6b indicates that the observed
distribution approaches the exponential distribution as the aperture size grows. This
observation agrees with the Central Limit theorem. For the largest part of the total
probability the curves for the three smaller aperture sizes look parabolic. This fact is
explained by the properties of the dancing Airy disc, as shown in Appendix C.
The effect of the moving Airy disc will become small for much smaller apertures
than the smallest size (1 in.) that was used. In this case the result will be log-normal
as shown in Appendix C. To avoid problems arising from low signal-to-noise ratio, very
small apertures were not used. In all the cases observed the noise was negligible, that
is, less than a quantization step.
The experimental results contribute to a very valuable understanding of the first-
order statistics of the field in the focal plane. For small apertures the behavior is
accounted for by the random motion of the diffraction pattern, because of fluctuating
local wavefront tilt. Besides, the intensity suffers log-normal fading. This may cause
very severe fading, as shown in the results discussed above. For apertures large com-
pared with the coherence area the Central Limit theorem starts to work, and the inten-
sity distribution becomes more and more exponential. It should be pointed out, however,
that joint normality does not necessarily follow from the fact that the one-dimensional
marginal distribution converges toward a normal distribution (and of course, its abso-
lute square value converges toward an exponentially distributed value in distribution).
_ -1__11-11_·--·_1-_ 1 -.. ·_.___ _Il.__^.
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IV. OPTIMUM DETECTION OF LIGHT SIGNALS IN A
TURBULENT ATMOSPHERE
We have discussed the model of the field in detail. The field is modelled as a signal
field (plane-wave) distorted by turbulence with an additive white-noise field. The tur-
bulence causes log-normal amplitude fading and makes both amplitude and phase lose
coherence at distances greater than the coherence radius of the field. The easiest
representation turns out to be the sampling representation in which the samples are cor-
related. Orthogonal representations are also possible, although their statistical prop-
erties are hard to evaluate. The plane-wave representation coefficients approach
Gaussian variables because of the Central Limit theorem. This has been shown to be
true for the distribution of one coefficient distribution, but the behavior of the joint dis-
tributions is still unknown. For large apertures, however, the use of a Gaussian model
of the field is of value in deducing the suboptimal receiver structures.
We shall start by discussing the detection of Gaussian signal fields in Gaussian noise
Table 7. Results of the detection of classical
Gaussian background noise.
Gaussian fields in white
Classical
Gaussian Field Smaller Apertures Large Apertures
A >> A
r c
SP Figs. 10, 11 SP Figs. 13, 16, 17
Short Signals (149), (150) (152), (153), (183),
(184)
T << T Spatial and temporal
processors are
separate
SP General Case
Intermediate Signals Figs. 7-9, 15
(142)-(146), (162)-(165)
Results of Price SP Fig. 14
Long Signals and Kennedy
(159), (187)
T >> T
"Frozen atmosphere"
T = field correlation time, A r = receiver aperture area, A = field coherence
area, S = receiver structure known (likelihood function k evaluated), P =
optimum performance known (error bound exponent E or error probability
evaluated).
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fields. The analysis of the normal model is useful on two grounds. First, the repre-
sentation coefficients of the field for large apertures are closely normal at least in their
first-order statistic (cf. sec. 3.4). Second, the analysis, including the spatial aspects
of the problem, can be easily carried out. The resulting receiver structure can be used
as a suboptimum receiver, and is closely optimal for strong background noise.
The analysis of the detection of Gaussian fields in Gaussian noise parallels closely
the analysis of the detection of Gaussian signals presented by Kennedy 1 and Van Trees. 7 0
The spatial aspect is involved in the interpretation of the results, and when eigenfunc-
tion solutions are required. The results are summarized in Table 7. The key equa-
tions and figures are indicated. When the signals are either very short or very long
compared with the field correlation time and if, in particular, the receiver aperture is
large compared with the coherence area of the field, more asymptotic results can be
evaluated. Some numerical results are presented based on the assumed Gaussian field
covariance function. The performance in this case is very closely optimal.
We shall use the log-normal model in a sampling representation. The structure and
performance will be evaluated. Because this case is highly nonlinear and involved, sim-
plifying assumptions have to be made about the independence of the samples to obtain
detailed results. The results are summarized in Table 8. These results are related to
the Gaussian results for the strong-noise case. The case of independent samples has
Table 9. Results of detection of quantized log-normal or Gaussian fields in or
without white Gaussian (thermal) background noise.
Quantized General Case Log-normal
Field-Independent
Gaussian Log-normal Samples
N >> 1 Sec. 4. 1. Sec. 4. 2. Sec. 4. 2.
Classical Limit
SP (Liu) SP
Intermediate Figs. 23, 24 (234)Case
(225)-(228) No (235)
SP Figs. 23, 25 Results SP Fig. 26
N = O (230) (236)
No Background l Large Aperture (237)
(231)
S = structure known, P = performance known.
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been analyzed by Kennedy and Hoversten. An asymptotic result for small noise has
been added.
Because of the prevalence of quantum noise in other than direct detection receivers
without predetection bandpass filters, the quantum noise usually cannot be neglected. The
detection problem is approached by using quantum models for the field. The results
agree with the classical ones for high signal and noise fields. The key equations and
figures are listed in Table 9. The Gaussian case, originally solved by Jane W. S. Liu,
is discussed in some detail. The quantum log-normal case is solved only for inde-
pendent samples. Some new results may be easily derived in the case of no background
noise.
4. 1 DETECTION OF GAUSSIAN SIGNAL FIELDS IN GAUSSIAN NOISE
4. 1. 1 Likelihood Functionals in the General Case
We shall consider the model of Fig. 2 with Gaussian fading instead of log-normal
fading:
y(r,t) = Sk(t) Zz(r,t) + n(r,t), (126)
where Sk(t) denotes the signal waveform with duration T and unit energy, corresponding
to the message "k", Z denotes the scale factor, which accounts for the transmitter
power level, path loss, and beam spread, z(r,t) denotes the normalized (z 2 = 1) slowly
varying multiplicative fading (amplitude Rayleigh-distributed and phase uniformly dis-
tributed), n(r, t) denotes the spatially and temporally white Gaussian envelope noise with
spectral density No (cf. sec. 2. 3). This model is justified by previous discussions,
except that the log-normality of z was changed to normality.
Denote sk(r,t) = Sk(t) z(r, t). This is a normal random variable with zero mean and
the covariance
Kk(rltl; r, t) = sk(r,, tl sk(127)
where the points rl and r 2 are assumed to be on the receiver aperture plane /' r. The
received signal can be represented in terms of a space-time orthogonal representation
with uncorrelated coefficients, the Karhunen-Loeve representation. The orthonormal
(k) -functions nk (r, t) satisfy the integral equation
f -I -(k)-(k 2-) _
Kk(r,t; r', t') nk) (r',t') d r'dt' n (k)n (r,t) (128)
020 Tr
with eigenvalues X(k). Both the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues depend on the signaln
sent, k. The Gaussian signal field can now be developed in terms of these eigen-
functions:
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Ksk(r,t) = sn(k)n(k)(rt) (129)
n=l
where the signal field is expressed in terms of a signal vector s(k) with uncorrelated
Gaussian, hence independent, components. The number of eigenfunctions is assumed
to be finite (degenerate case), but eventually K - oo in the analysis. The noise field and
the received field y(r, t) can also be expanded in terms of the functions (k)(r, t) with
ce(k) (k, ) hn
coefficient vectors n (k ) and y(k). The vector components can be easily obtained because
(k)of the orthonormality of the functions n (r,t):
n
y (k)f f f y(r,t) n) (r,t)d rdt (130)
n ' n
s sk(rt) n (rt) d rdt (131)
T
~'r T
n (k) f f f n(r,t) n (rt) d rdt. (132)
n T
r T
The mean value and the variance of the signal and noise coefficients are
s (k )O, s(k)z2 = (133)
njn n ) 0, n I = N O . (134)
Assume that the number of messages sent is M so that k = 1, .. , M. The field then
is characterized by the vector y obtained by stacking the vectors y (k)one above the
other: yT = (y()T :y( Z)T: y(M)T), where T denotes matrix transposition, and:
matrix partition.
To find the total probability density of the field, it is necessary to first define two
and (k) (k) as
densities (k) and p ). The density pk)(y(k)) assumes that the message sent, m, is
different from k. Then the signal vector vanishes because of the assumed orthogonality
of the signal set with respect to the channel.
(k), .(k), -Ph O ](Iy )= (rrN ) I exp N (135)
j=l o
The density p(k) (y(k)) assumes that k = m. Then
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K(k) 12
(k) (k)I 136)
pk (y (k) = I1 ( r(No+Xk) ZZ)) exp - (k_ ) Z (136)
o jxk)zZ
The total probability density of the field, given that message m was sent, now becomes
p (YJm) = p(M)(Y(m) pok)y(k ) (137)
y m k*m
Under the assumption that each of the signals m is equally likely, m = 1 ... , M,
the minimum probability of error will be achieved by picking up that message which
gives the largest probability density p (Yjm). Instead of working with p (YIm) it is cus-
tomary to divide it by py(YI 0), the probability density when none of the signals was sent.
This ratio is called the likelihood ratio Lm corresponding to the signal m:
Py(YI m) p(m)(m)
L -
= 1 (I+z(m)) exp (138)
j=l 
In addition t  the likelihood ratio (Nits logarith(m), the likelihood function, is also useful
In addition to the likelihood ratio its logarithm, the likelihood function, is also useful
K
1m = In Lm =E
j=l
- n (+X(m)z2 . (139)( i,, 
The equivalent decision rule would be to compute k for each k, and pick up that k as
m, the message sent, for which k is largest (see Fig. 1).
4. 1.2 Optimum Receiver Structures
Figure 7 shows the structure of the optimum receiver, which mechanizes the
operations in (139). It is assumed that the eigenvalues k(m) do not depend on
m. This receiver is called the "diversity form" of the optimum receiver struc-
ture. The receiver first computes the numbers Y(m) either by correlating the
field against the eigenfunctions (m)(r, t) or by passing it through an array of
corresponding space-time filters. The quantities yj will then be passed through
3
squarers and added in a diversity combiner network with weights cj having the
values
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c = (140)
In addition to the diversity form of receiver structure there are, in analogy with the
one-dimensional case (cf. Van Trees 70), two other interesting realizations of the
receiver structure. By recalling the definition of the vector component y(k) in (130), it
is obvious that the dependent part of the likelihood function 2k can be expressed in the
following integral form:
= f y(r, t) hk) (r, t; r', t)y (r', t') d2rd2r'dtdt ' , (141)
o T
r
where the filter function h(k) is defined by the following expansion:
K X(k)zz
h k)(r,t;r, t't) k) ( (142)
Ik (k)2 -
j= N +X Z
o j
h(k) also satisfies the following integral equation, which is obtained by noticing that the
coefficient in the eigenfunction expansion (142) satisfies the equation h.k)(N +k)Z 2 ) 
Xk) Z, and by replacing the vector coefficients in this equation by their definitions and
by using the eigenfunction expansion for Kk(r, t; r', t'):
N hk) (r t;r',t') + Z2 f h (r,t;r",t) Kk(r",t"; r',t') d2 r"dt"
T Q r
2 - _
=Z K r, t; r', t'). (143)
The operations of (141) lead to Fig. 8. This form of receiver structure is called an
, K
Fig. 8. Estimator-correlator receiver for Gaussian fields
in white Gaussian noise.
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estimator-correlator, because it forms an estimate of signal field, given that signal k
was sent, and then correlates it against the actual field. No conjugation is present in
Fig. 8, because in the block diagram the optical carrier is present, and the conjugation
occurs automatically.
Because the filter function (142) is a positive operator when applied to the field, its
square-root operator exists by the well-known results of functional analysis. The coef-
ficients of the eigenfunction expansion of this square root are the square roots of the
cefc(k) (k) - -
coefficients h ) . So denoting this new filter function by f (r, t; r,t'), we have
j
h(k)(r, t; r',t') = f f hk)(r, t; r", t") Hk)(r",t";r',t ' ) d2rdt (144)1 fr  f(rtrt)drdt
r
K zX ( k )
h(k)t (r, t) (r't') (145)
j=l N +ZZX(k) 
o j
The likelihood function k can be expressed in terms of the filter function as follows
1 /II d 2 rl I/Jr (k) 2-r dt r (146)
k = N dr' fff y(r,t) hk)(r',';,t) ddt. (146)N o T rTi t T(1
The receiver structure based on (146) is called a filter-squarer receiver. As shown
in Fig. 9 it contains an array of filters, one for each signal, which filter the most rele-
vant part of the incoming field with respect to that particular signal, then square and
integrate over the receiver aperture and the signal duration.
Fig. 9. Filter-squarer receiver for Gaussian fields in white
Gaussian noise.
In order to interpret the receiver structures in Figs. 7-9 in terms of physical opera-
tions with hardware, the integral equations (128) or (143) ought to be solved. At the
moment, progress can be made only in the case of very large apertures and either very
short or very long signals compared with the correlation time of the field. We shall
call the case of large apertures and very short signals the "short-signal" case, while
the one with a large aperture and very long signals will be called the "long-signal" case.
The field will be assumed to be homogeneous and stationary. The covariance function
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Kk will still be nonstationary, and the filter function hi will be nonhomogeneous and non-
stationary for any finite aperture and time interval. At the asymptotic case for large
apertures and perhaps large time intervals Fourier transforms can be used to solve
(128). Then the eigenfunctions become plane waves.
4. 1. 3 Receiver Structure for Short Signals
For short signals (for example, T < 1 ms) the fading can be assumed to be constant
within the receiving interval. So we can set z(r, t) = z(r), and rewrite (127) as
Kk(rl,tl;rt2Z) = Sk(t1) Sk(tZ) Ks( 1r 2), (147)
where Ks( ) is the field covariance function shown in (75), and (79). The eigenfunctions
of the integral equation (128) factor into a product of the signal and a spatial eigenfunction
n (rt) = 4n(r) Sk(t). (148)
The likelihood function k will now have the form
K
fk =
j=l
- In (I+KZ ) . (149)
The bias term is now independent of the signal, and hence has no influence on the deci-
sion. The simplification occurred because the eigenvalues no longer depend on the
signal "k".
The integral form (141) now becomes
1 fff y(r,t) Sk (t) h (r-r') Sk (t ' ) y(r't') d2rd 2r'dtdt'. (150)dT k 1 k
r
The estimator filter h1 satisfies the following integral equation
2 -= ( 2N h(r) + Z2 h(r') K(r-r') dr' = Z K(r) (151)
-r
where -r = {r:-r W sr } . It is known that the solution to the integral equation (151)
exists and is unique, because its kernel is positive. The estimator-correlator and
filter squarer realizations of the optimum receiver are shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
In Fig. 10 the field is first correlated against the signal. Then the signal wave-
front is estimated by using the optimum spatial estimator hl(. ). In Fig. 11 the
signal wavefront is filtered by the optimum spatial filter hf( ) and squared. Finally,
the field is integrated over the whole aperture in both cases. It is obvious that in
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Fig. 11 the spatial and the temporal filtering are commutative.
y (r,t)
Sk (t)k
Fig. 10. One-shot estimator-correlator receiver for short signals.
Field quantities are represented by thick lines.
Fig. 11. One-shot filter-squarer receiver for short signals.
Fading is assumed to be Gaussian. Alternatives are
a) time correlator, and b) matched filter.
4. 1.4 Case of Short Signals and Very Large Aperture
Equation 151 is easily solved for an infinite aperture by applying a two-dimensional
Fourier transform. The transformed spatial estimator function H1 (K) then becomes
Z2ss ()
H (K) = 2 -'
N O +Z Ss(K)
(152)
where S(K) is the wave-number spectrum of the field in the aperture. The transformed
filter function Hf(K) is the square root of (152):
Z Ss(K)
Hf(K) =
N O + Z S(K)
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Fig. 13. Wave-number response of the optimum spatial filter
for Gaussian signal field with spatial covariance K(r) =
exp- -(r/rc)2 in white Gaussian noise. (ap = Z 2 rrc2/NO).
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Figure 12 shows the wave-number spectra corresponding to the covariance function (79)
for the values of a = 2 (Gaussian) and a = 5/3. It can be seen that the behavior of the
wave-number spectra is roughly similar, so that the use of the Gaussian covariance
function for the field is probably reasonable in this case.
The optimum spatial filter characteristics for different signal-to-noise ratios are
shown in Fig. 13, the Gaussian covariance function being assumed. The wave number
describes the direction of the incoming plane wave. The spatial filter limits the field
of view so that most of the elementary signal wave components are passed through, while
as much as possible of the uniform background radiation is excluded. The temporal fil-
ter (or correlation against the signal) similarly limits the frequencies accepted so
that the signal is picked up, while the out-of-band noise is rejected. These operations
of the optimum receiver are very natural and sensible, and should be remembered in
designing any optical receivers to combat background noise. Obviously the function of
the optimum spatial estimation or filtering functions hi( · ) and hf( · ) are the same for
any size of aperture.
4.1. 5 Receiver Structure for Long Signals and Large Aperture
For long signals (T > 1 s) and large apertures an asymptotic solution can be obtained
to the integral equation (143) by using spatial and temporal Fourier transforms.
At this point we recall the concept of a "frozen atmosphere" introduced in sec-
tion 2. 1. The bulk of the temporal fluctuations are due to the wind blowing the turbulent
blob pattern across the beam or wavefront. The following form of field covariance func-
tion will be assumed:
K(rl,t 1; r t 2 ) = z(rlt) z (r 2 ,t 2)
Ks(r1 -r 2 +vn(t 1-t 2 ))· Kt(tI-t 2 ), (154)
where Ks( ) stands for the spatial covariance function (for tl=t2), and Kt(tl-t 2 ) describes
the slow processes in the evolution of turbulence. This form of covariance obviously
agrees with Eq. 13. It has to be considered as a first approximation only, and its use-
fulness is based on its simplicity. There is no theory nor are there any measure-
ments that would prove or disprove the correctness of (154) beyond the fact that it
agrees with the known and proved hypothesis of "frozen atmosphere."
To keep the analysis simple the signals are assumed to be sinusoidal.
ik t
Sk(t = e k /. (155)
Then the covariance Kk turns out to be stationary.
iwk(t 1 tZ)
Kk(rl t1 ;r2t 2 ) = Ks(rl-r2 +vn(tl-t 2 )) Kt(tl-t). (156)
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Eventually the wave-number frequency spectrum of Kk will be needed:
1-iT k Z_
Sk(K, w) = ;e e Ks (+v T )K t(T) d pdT
1 l iK-v n -i(cw- k)
= K T J e kKt(T) dT S(K)T
T SS(K) St(Wlk-K vn) (157)
where St(c) is the spectrum corresponding to the covariance Kt(T). For an atmosphere
that is really deeply "frozen" the spectrum St(W) would be an impulse, for actual atmo-
spheres may be less than 10 Hz wide. It probably also depends to some extent on the
mixing properties of the cross wind vn. We shall assume that the wind blows com-
pletely horizontally or in the x direction. Its magnitude and direction may or may
not be known. As is well-known the speed and direction of wind may vary significantly
along the propagation path. In this analysis the wind is assumed to be uniform in the
path with Gaussian distribution having mean zero and standard deviation v.
Application of Fourier transforms in the plane and time in (143) yields the following
solution for the optimal estimating filter. Van Trees ° has shown that this filter in
fact gives the minimum mean-square (nonrealizable) estimate of distorted signal field.
Z Sk(K,) (158)
Hl(i, i) = 2 (158)k
No +Z Sk(K, )
Substituting (157), we have the following result for Hl(iK, iw), the Fourier transform of
the estimating filter:
(ZZ/T) S(K) St(c-k-K *Vn)H1 (iZ, i/) = _ z _ _v) (159)
N' + (Z /T) SS(K) St(O-Wk-KVn)
The transform of the filter function Hf(iK, i) is the square root of this transform H1 .
Figure 14 shows a feedback realization of this estimating filter, although we realize
y(r.t) ,St( k-k v 
II
Fig. 14. Feedback realization of the optimum estimating filter for long signals.
The signal angular frequency is k' the cross-wind velocity is v, and
Sk is the estimated signal field.
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that there is little chance of building an optical feedback filter. It can be seen from
Fig. 14 (or from Eq. 159) that the first section of the filter S (K) limits the field of view
as in the small-signal case. The spatial frequencies can also be thought of as periodic
spatial patterns. The vertical stripe pattern corresponding to the spatial frequency com-
ponent K is blown horizontally across the beam, thereby creating a Doppler shift in the
plane-wave component diffracted into direction K by that pattern. Obviously, the
narrow-band filter St has to be shifted accordingly in frequency to avoid frequency cutoff
of the signal. Unfortunately, this scheme requires knowledge of the exact or at least
approximate value of the wind horizontal component.
It is worth noticing that the situation is anisotropic because the wind cannot be iso-
tropic; it always blows in some favored direction. Again the operations of the optimum
filter make a great deal of sense, although it must be admitted that it is probably very
difficult to implement a receiver that treats the field according to (159).
4. 1. 6 Error Bounds and Reliability Functions
The performance of the optimum receiver for Gaussian fields in Gaussian white noise
can be evaluated with a trivial modification of the methods developed before
(cf. Price, 16b Kennedyl or Van Trees70). The error probability is expressed in terms
of the eigenvalues X., which do not depend on the dimension or form of the corresponding
J 1
eigenfunctions. The following general bounds are due to Kennedy. Exact evaluation
of error probabilities is hopelessly complicated.
The probability of error of the optimum receiver can be bounded above and below as
K12 TCE P(E) K22TCE (160)
Here the quantity T is the signal length, C the channel capacity, E the error exponent,
and K 1 ,K 2 slowly changing functions as compared with the exponential part of the expres-
sions. The channel capacity is equal to the well-known infinite-bandwidth Gaussian
channel capacity that is due to Shannon:
C = ArZ/(No In 2), [C] = bits/s
(161)
= 1.44 aAr/T, (1.44 aAr/T),
where a = Z T/No is the energy-to-noise ratio on the average per transmission and
receiver area. The error exponent is a function of the information rate R = log 2 M/T,
where [R] = bits/s. The relationship can be expressed in parametric form:
E = sy'(s) - y(s), s 0
(162)
R
: (I+S) ¥'(S) - (s),
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where
K
y(s) A la (ln (l-saX)+sln(l+ak)). (163)
j=l
The coefficients K1 and K are slowly varying, as is obvious from the relationships
1 -A ra/IsK1 = 64- e ; K2 = Z. (164)
Figure 15 shows the function E = E(R), the "reliability" function of the channel for
the optimum receiver. The top curve shows the reliability of a constant channel with
white Gaussian noise, while the lower curve shows the optimum reliability for the
Gaussian field in Gaussian noise (Kennedy 71). The reliability curves start linearly with
slope -1 at R/C = 0, so that the initial exponent E(0) = -2y(-. 5). The linear part has
s = -. 5. The curved part starts at Rcrit = C(y'(-. 5)/Z-y(-. 5)). The curved part ends
at s = 0, where y(s) = 0, E = 0, and R = Cy'(0). It is easy to see that y'(0)- 1 for a - oo.
It has been shown by Pierce 7Z and by Kennedy that asymptotically the best performance
is obtained for an equal strength diversity system, which has K equal eigenvalues X. =
j1/K. The energy-to-noise ratio in a diversity path per transmission a has an optimum
0 pvalue for any rate a , for which the error exponent is largest. For very small rates
P
the value a = 3. 07, and the optimum diversity D = K = Ara/ap . The resulting error
p 0 149. In the majority of cases it is notexponent for zero rate in this case is E (0) = 0. 149. In the majority of cases it is not
0.5
0.4
E o 0.3
0.2
0.1
0 0.5 1.0
R/C
Fig. 15. Optimum error exponent E(R) for constant and fading Gaussian
channels (after Kennedy 71 ) as a function of relative information
rate R/C compared with the channel capacity.
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possible, however, to control the eigenvalues sufficiently (by signal design, for example)
to make them equal. Examples have been found (Kennedy 7 3 ) that show very closely opti-
mum performance even for simple signals in systems having unequal eigenvalues.
There are other ways of expressing the error bounds such as in terms of , the
average energy-to-noise ratio per information bit. The number of information bits per
transmission is v = log 2 M; hence,
p = A a/v. (165)
Then the error bounds (160) have the equivalent form
-rE -yE bK12 b P(E) K2 b (166)
where
C PEEb = E In 2 (167)
The error exponent can be obtained in an equivalent, but slightly different, format
by using methods similar to those for obtaining random-coding bounds (Gallager 74). The
error exponent E then has the form
E = max (E(p)-pR/C), (168)
0Op l
where
(I+p) i/( 1+P) /(l +P) K d2y
E(p) = I Aa n +) p1 (Y) II (169)
A~~~r a I 0 ~~j=1
where dYj = d(Re{Y}) d(Im{Yj). It can be shown by using the densities Po(Y) and pl(Y)
defined in (135) and (136) that
E(p) =A ( +p) In +- -p n (170)
.= (l+p)J j
This expression agrees with (162) together with (163) when the substitution s = p/(l+p)
is made. The bit error exponent in terms of E(p) becomes
rPE(p) 1
Eb = max L n 2 (171)
4.1. 7 Reliability Function for Short Signals and Large Aperture
The error bounds (160) and (166) are the most important tools available for judging
the performance of Gaussian channels when the information rate, signal characteristics,
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and channel characteristics are given. Next, error bounds will be evaluated for the
optimum receiver when K(r) = exp -(r/r) . This is, in fact, too difficult to do for
any aperture size. Only the asymptotic result for very large apertures will be discussed
here. It turns out that the performance of the optimum receiver agrees very closely
with the best possible performance, E(0) = 0. 15.
The first task ahead is to find a way of evaluating an asymptotic expression of a, the
logarithm of the Fredholm determinant
K
ln D(z) = ln(l+zX. (172)
j=l
For large apertures the eigenvalues are very close to the values of the wave-number
spectrum. In fact, for small enough z
co Xk
In (l+zXj) = (-z)k (173)
k=1
Because of the orthonormality of the spatial eigenfunctions qn(r) (cf. Eq. 148) the sum
of the powers of eigenvalues can be expressed as follows:
K K
k - *- ,
ik f... f Xj4ij(r) qJ(r 1 ) ...... ( rk) d ... drk
j=1 j=1 r
f... f K(r 1, r k) ... K(r 3 ,r 2 ) K(r 2 ,r 1 ) d rl ... d rk
.dr
= f f Kk(r, r) d2 r, (174)
r
where the eigenfunction expansion of the covariance function is used to give the result
in terms of Kk, the k times iterated kernel. This familiar result from the theory of
integral equations can be expressed in terms of the wave-number spectrum, as shown
by Kennedy.I For apertures that are large compared with the coherence distance
Kk(r, r) Kk(0, 0), except close to the edges. On the other hand, Kk(rl, r 2) Kk(rl-r2)
in the center area of the aperture, so that the wave-number spectrum Sk(K) exists.
Then
K
2 0. Z--2 k Z-·Xk A rKk(0) = Ar(Z)2 Jf Sk(K)d = A (Z f Sk(K) d K. (175)
j=l
The series (173) has convergence radius X1 Assuming that is the largest
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eigenvalue, we have for zl < X-1
i
ln D (z)- I k Ar f f sk (; d 2
k=l (2w)
= A f n (l+zS(K)) z (176)
r oo (2T)Z
By analytic continuation this relationship is true for all z. The convergence as A - o
can be easily proved in a rigorous way (cf. Gallager 75).
The wave-number spectrum S(K) in this case is
00
S(K) = exp ( rexp -(Krc) 2 /2. (177)
Call rr = A the coherent area. Then for large Ar asymptotically
c c r
Ar = in (z) = ff n 1 +2zA exp -(Krc) (178)
1 (rc)2Next transform into polar coordinates and set 2zA c exp (Kr t. Then
A- 1 D 22Ac n (l+t)
r ZA t
(179)
-1
= 2A Li2 (-2ZAc)'
c
where Li 2 ( · ) stands for the function dilogarithm
lz n (l-t)
Li 2 (z) = dt. (180)
Tables of this function are given by Lewin 76 and by Abramowitz and Stegun. 77
By using the logarithm of the Fredholm determinant the error exponent E(p) defined
in (170) can be readily evaluated.
p (I+p) Zpa 
E(p) = -- Li 2 (-2ap) - Li 2 (181)
p p
where Di = Ar/AC is the inherent diversity of the field (67), while a = a/Di
is the energy-to-noise ratio per inherent diversity path. The zero-rate error
exponent is obtained by setting p = 1. Then
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Fig. 16. Zero-rate error exponent E(1) from (182) as a function of a p, the
energy-to-noise ratio per diversity path, for Gaussian fields with
Gaussian covariance function and short signals.
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Fig. 17. Relative channel capacity for Gaussian fields with Gaussian
covariance function and short signals (Eq. 184).
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E(1) = [Li2(-2)-2Li(-p)] (182)
P
This exponent is shown in Fig. 16 as a function of a p. It is seen to peak at ap 4. 0 and
the maximum value turns out to be 0. 15, the theoretical optimum. In the same way
Kennedy 7 3 has shown that for each p there is an optimum a For rates close to
P
capacity the error exponent has the following asymptotic form:
E(R) 1 - ___ (183)
a C + P
The channel capacity compared with the ideal value C equals
(-Li2(-2ap))
C = 1 - 2 . (184)rel 2a
P
This function is displayed in Fig. 17 as a function of a p. For large signal-to-noise ratios
in a diversity path it tends toward one. This behavior was thoroughly demonstrated by
Kennedy. 8 Because the behavior of the wave-number spectrum for the covariance func-
-' 1 5/3tion K(r) = exp (r/r) /3 is very similar to the Gaussian spectrum, the behavior of
error exponents also has to be very similar.
4.1. 8 Reliability Function for Long Signals and Large Aperture
Somewhat similar results are available in the case of long signals. The logarithm
of the Fredholm determinant will be different in this case. By using (147) and (158)
in (157) and by using the obvious generalization of (179) this logarithm is brought to
the following form:
In D (z) = A T + z S(K) St(wkiK )) dwZ'i (185)
r -oO (2)
Now introduce new variables xl = Kxrc , x = KyrC , x 3 = (-Ck-Kxv n)T. Then,
because of the symmetry of the integrand, another transformation into spherical
coordinates can be made.
AT Oz(21r) 5 T + x2 + dX1 d 2 d 3
n D(z) = fff n + T (3
T0 r c-0 o (2=) 3
TO 2
= 3rT 2 4r 2 In 1 + z'2 2 ] dx, (186)
(2r)3 T rc 
C
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where z' = z(2T)l. 5 r2T /T. By expanding the integrand into a series that converges
uniformly for Iz' | < 1, after integration we have
A rT
in (z) 1. 5 2 Z (- 1 )k- z k
(2 T) Tr kl k
o c k=l
A T
(Z1r5 r 2 (-Li2. 5 (-z)) (187)(Z) 1.T r 2. 5
O C
because the series above defines the polylogarithm for z' < 1. By analytic continuation,
the relationship (187) holds for all z', or z. The polylogarithm Lin() is usually defined
only for integers n, such as "dilogarithm" for n = 2 and "trilogarithm" for n = 3. In
this case n = 5/Z. A closely related function has been tabulated by McDougall and
Stoner. 7 9 A rough idea of the behavior of Li 2 5( ) can be obtained by looking up Lewin's
Tables for Li 2 and Li 3 , and by interpolating. The error exponent now becomes
E(p) 2a L (ap)- (l+p) Li2 5 ( j (188)
where the inherent diversity is taken to be D. = Ar T/ZT A T o, and a = aA r/D i. The
bounds (160) and (166) are to be used with this reliability function E(p). For example,
the zero-rate error exponent is shown in Fig. 18. The behavior of this function is very
similar to that in (181), but the exact numbers are different.
0.15
0.10
0.05
n
Fig. 18.
Zero-rate error exponent E(1)
from Eq. 188 as a function of ap,
the energy-to-noise ratio per
diversity path, for Gaussian
fields with Gaussian covariance
function and long signals.
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The performance of the optimum receiver for long T and short T has been found
to be asymptotically very similar to that of the optimum case discussed by Kennedy, 1
under the assumption of equal eigenvalues. This performance can be achieved by using
a complicated receiver, which processes the field in space and time in a manner that in
most cases is not realizable with present technology.
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4.2 DETECTION OF LOG-NORMAL FIELDS IN
GAUSSIAN NOISE
4. 2. 1 Statement of the Problem
The log-normal statistics of a signal field when combined with a Gaussian white-
noise field lead to a difficult nonlinear detection problem. Complete solution of this
problem is, at present, out of sight. The general problem of finding the likelihood func-
tion will now be outlined, and then this function will be evaluated for the three special
cases of strong noise, very weak noise, and independent samples. Sampling representa-
tion will be used throughout. Optimum receiver structures will be discussed in these
three cases, then error performance will be evaluated whenever possible. Case 3 has
been previously discussed by Kennedy and Hoversten. 2 2
The likelihood ratio is obtained as in (127) by dividing p(m)(Y(m by pom)(Y(m)). The
density po when the signal is absent is the same as before (see Eq. 124). The probabil-
ity density Pl, however, is difficult to evaluate. We shall give some results on the form
of P1 in cases 1-3.
Short signals will be assumed, The field is modelled as follows:
y(r,t) = Zz(r) Sk(t) + n(r,t), (189)
given that the signal k was sent. The vector coefficient in time is obtained by corre-
lating (189)against Sk(t). In spatial sampling representation we have
Yk(rj) = Zz(rj) + nk(rj), (190)
where j = 1, ... , K, and k = 1, ... , M. Here it is assumed that the spatial spectrum of
the noise is somehow sharply limited to wave numbers IKX < KOC IKyl <Ko. The dif-
ference between adjacent sampling points is horizontally Ax = /KO, and vertically Ay =
Tr/K o . The variance of the samples nk(rj) is obviously
2 2 2-nk )I12 = N K / = No// X, (191)
where A x = AxAy = rr /K 0 This notation helps us to notice when some expressions can
be replaced by integrals. The density of Y = In z is given by (68). Because the back-
ground noise is independent of the fading, the probability density of the vector y(k)=
{yk(rj)} is obtained by forming the convolution of the densities of z and nk. In other
words,
( (N exp yk( z (192)
1 N Yj= l k('J')_Iz0 = 3 J .
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where the average is to be taken over z(r.). It should be remembered at this point that
the samples z(rj) are in general dependent on each other. The dummy hypothesis pO
comes from (124), which is obtained from (192)simply by setting Z = 0. It does not depend
on z. Hence, by dividing P1 by po, we have
K ,.
L=ll KXA 23 )Z Iy rz 2(r Iz(rj)  (193)Lk n exp -Nx 6y-)z*6r )+y_(r )z(i ) z l (is |)j=1 o
4. 2. 2 Strong-Noise Case
The first method used to evaluate the average in (193) is to develop the exponential
in terms of a series and then use the results (80) and (85) of the moments of z and z .
This approach works best for the case when noise is large so that the expansion would
-1
converge rapidly. The expansion is carried up to the fourth power of N . In averaging,0
only terms that are of the same degree in terms of both z and z survive, which helps
to simplify the result
Z2 2-r r * 2A-Lk = 1 ZN z (2yT z*zTy+ z2( zTz 2
k - N z z y +Z (_ 
o 2!N
Z4 (A2r)3 T 2 T 3 Z 4 (A 2 r) 4 T T *(6y (z z )y *+Z (z z ) + 6 (y z 2T (
3 N3 4 N4
O O
+ 122yT (z zT)3y + z(zT z) 4 +O(NO), (194)
where the matrix notation zT = (z(r) .... ()) = (Y( 1).y( )) is used.
It is useful to introduce the matrix Z = z zT, and the sum of squares over the aper-
ture e = zTz A2 r. The latter is obviously related to the instantaneous energy flowing
through the aperture during time T. Also, it is easy to show by direct matrix multi-
plication that Z2 = Zes . The average value of Z is obviously the correlation matrix of
the field Z = K. By using the notation that has been introduced, the likelihood function
can be expressed as
j4 cj(-Z 2 ) Z2(a 2)2 
-'~1. + 2 Tk jN2 y K N (ZesK(es))
j=1 0 0
2N
20
O
Z4 (A2-)4 K
4N4 (jklm-Kjl km-K jm kl)yjyk (N 5 ) (195)
o j, k,1, m=l
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where Kjm is the (jm)t h entry of the covariance matrix K, and where Kjklm zj zkzz m'jklm Zk m,
the fourth-order covariance function of the field z(r). All four sums run from
1 to K. Furthermore, cj, j = 1, ... , 4 are the first four cumulants (semi-
invariants) of es.
The first term in (196) is a constant bias term, which does not affect the receiver
structure. The second term is of the form const 'yTK'y* and stands for a linear fil-
tering operation. In fact, if z(r) is Gaussian, it is easy to see by evaluating the aver-
ages involved, that K' = (1 + 2Z 2 A2 rK/No) - l 2Z 2 A2 rK/No is the optimum linear
estimator kernel. In the Gaussian case the fourth-order kernel vanishes identically,
since, by using the well-known rule of pairing the variables in all possible ways, we
obtain
Kjklm Zj Zklz m = j k ZlZm + Zj Z1 Zkzm + Zj m ZkZ1
=KjKkm KjlKkm + l (196)
In (196) the first term of the three vanishes, because of the wild fluctuations of the phase
of the field. Hence it is seen that for a general non-Gaussian field the expansion of the
likelihood function 1 k in terms of powers of No 1 contains a bias term, a linear estimator-
correlator term where the estimating kernel differs from the usual linear estimator
kernel, and a succession of higher order correction kernels. Together the linear and
the nonlinear kernels form nonlinear "estimates" of the field, then correlate the results
with the actual field. In view of Kailath's results,80 it is probable that these kernels
form a minimum mean-square-error nonlinear estimate of the field. This topic will
not be considered here. Hence the receiver structure of Fig. 10 is still valid if the opti-
mum linear filter is replaced by the optimum nonlinear "estimating" filter. It would be
interesting to know whether filter-squarer realizations also exist. The actual filters
could be computed from the expansion (195)by using (85)to evaluate the moments. Unfor-
tunately the interesting part of the expansion which differs from the Gaussian case can
only be evaluated numerically.
In (195)the likelihood function contains sums of weakly dependent random variables
for which the Central Limit theorem of Section 3. 4 is applicable. Hence for large
apertures the function k converges toward a normal random variable in distribution.
Also it can be shown, as in the proof of the Central Limit theorem, that the contribution
of higher order kernels such as in (195) is essentially zero because the domain in which
Kjklm KjlKkm + K jmKkl covers almost all of the domain of summation. Hence the
likelihood function Qk in (195) tends toward the likelihood function of the equivalent
Gaussian channel. The second-order kernel tends toward the Neumann-series expan-
sion of the optimum linear filter. The fourth-order term behaves as Z4A3A N- 4 , which
is small compared with the second-order term if (Z 2 Ac/No) 2 << 1. Clearly, Z2Ac/No
is the energy-to-noise ratio on a coherent area.
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4. 2, 3 Weak-Noise Case
The next case that can be analyzed is that of weak background noise. The density
Po is taken as before, from (192) with Z = 0. The density Pi will be computed in a dif-
ferent way, by averaging over noise instead of fading.
Pl (Y(k)) = pY [n exP-21 'Y - - Zexp z2k (197)
where p is defined in (163). In the sequel a few vectors and matrices will be defined.
Their dimension is 2K. They are all real. The large-signal assumption suggests the
approximation
Y - n n n
nYik- nik n ilnZ+ 0 ik(198)
Yik ( Z )= ij Yik
Hence we define the following vectors (in transposed form):
T 2y = [in IikI ... in IYKk [: argy lk... arg Kk}]Y'T = (- 2 +lnZ)RT
T (199)
R = [1 ... 1:0... 0]
T [rri ]i
n =[nk ... nKk :n1k ... nKk] 
Then (198) can be expressed in matrix form as
- Y¥ = y - Y-1 n, (200)
where Y-1 is a matrix of four diagonal blocks, the elements of which are the real and
the imaginary parts of nik/yik. Only yTy will be needed later, and is given in (198).
Hence we have
P1l ( 2y ) = K exp - ( )T K (Y-X)- 2R Y
(A_ _....... 2A -____ y
K - 1e x p -(y- y " ) Y YK
(wNo)K det KQ| 2 -
A r yT () + 2RTK R - Ko (201)
0 --- ~
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where
Q r I+ 1 (y-1)TK-1-1
o _
1= (y- )T
=i N0+2i2 y ] K-1 y'-
(202)
y" = y' - 2K R,
and KY is the covariance matrix of the logarithm of z(r) defined in (70). The determinant
can be put into the form
det KrQ = 2-2Kdet (yTy) 1 det + 2N YTK .
r]- (203)
In the usual detection case where the time is the only variable the logarithms of the
determinants in the Gaussian case are known to give an asymptotic expression similar
to Shannon's famous formula for Gaussian channel capacity. A somewhat analogous
formula might exist in this case, too (cf. Van Trees 81 ).
The likelihood function is now obtained by dividing (201) by po and taking the loga-
rithm.
T
Y 2-
1 -- -- r -k- N
O
-12- -L- 2-
I_ I +2Ar TY_ A YTY(-y )
-")[+o N - o-- N --0 ~~~0
K yj [1 2TT 2
+ kln - - ln L det Y IY + 2R K R - K
j= 1
Here the matrix Y Y is found to have the following diagonal form
T =Y Y= lylk 12 0
I YKk 2
lYlk 12
0 I YKk 1 
(204)
(205)
The function Ik consists of three parts (see Fig. 19). The first part in fact simply
evaluates the total energy received during the signal duration T through the receiving
aperture. The second part is a linear estimation-correlation for the logarithm of the
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field. For large signals the estimation filter is essentially Ky. Hence this term is
close to the log-normal probability density exponent. It is close to zero for highly prob-
able values of fields, but becomes a large negative quantity for fields deviating from the
usual values, either too large or too small. This matrix filter depends on the input y in
terms of the matrix Y Y. Hence it is a nonlinear filter. Its function is to de-emphasize
those samples whose amplitude is particularly small, because these samples do not help
much in making the decision if there are strong sample components present. It also
tends to de-emphasize those spatial frequencies of the field logarithm, which are not
well represented in the spectrum of y(r) = n z(r).
The third term in Eq. 206 is equivalent to the bias terms in (178) and (187). Here
it is signal-dependent, however. For small yj the sum of the logarithms becomes a large
negative quantity, while the log of the determinant becomes close to zero. Hence small-
sample values tend to make k small. The logarithmic terms are obviously small com-
pared with the quadratic term for small noise. Hence the optimum receiver just squares
the samples straight if the signal is strong compared with the average sample noise. If
the signal is not strong enough, the receiver will apply nonlinear filtering to those
samples. Figure 19 shows the structure of the optimum receiver. The most important
I
-y
y (, t)
Fig. 19. Optimum receiver for large log-normal fields in white
Gaussian noise.
operations in it are squaring and summing, which are due to the fact that the noise is
Gaussian in nature.
4. 2. 4 Independent Samples
If the samples are assumed to be completely independent, much more can be said
about the probability density P1 . In this case P1 factors into K independent densities.
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Let A r = Ac denote the coherent area. Then
Pi(y(k)) = ( ) exp 2Re y z Z-Z I] (206)
where the average is evaluated for log-normal z with density function from Eq. 5 (uni-
form phase). Hence we have
exp Z 0
Io~I [2 Zl a pl [ = Fr (a i 5;s)(207)
where a = A Z2/N is the energy-to-noise ratio per coherent area or independent
sample. The "frustration" function Fr (.,.;.) is defined as follows
00~ ~ 2 -(ln u+o-2 ) /2 2
Fr (a,P;o-)= 0 Io(2pu4-) e-aU e du. (208)
The behavior of this function has been discussed by Halme, Levitt, and Orr 8 2 and by
Halme. 3 By dividing (206) by po, using (207), and taking the logarithm, the likelihood
functional is obtained
k
lYjk I
- -. (209)
a/cJ
The behavior of the function In Fr (.,.;.) is displayed in Fig. 20. It has been shown by
Halme 84 that k as a function of Yjk I always starts with a square-law portion, as was
indicated before in connection with Eq. 196. For signals that are large compared with
noise it is possible to use the generalization of the moment expansion of the convolution
integral (for example, Papoulis 85). If we look at (192), it seems obvious that the den-
sity Pl(Y(k) z) is highly peaked at y(k) = Zz, if the noise is small. Hence the moment
expansion leads to the following approximation, which is correct up to the second-order
correction, because of the symmetry of the noise density.
K -(ln lyjk/Z I+o- 2 )2/22
y(k2) y e (210)
(2wr)3/2 lyjk 12
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Fig. 20. Curves of the function in in Fr (ap, Napy/Z; r)
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The likelihood functional then becomes to first approximation
K A c k 2 1 2Nk ~ 2 = jk
N8 l 2 bln + 3 + 4o- + (211)j=1 y j 2 o tl 1
This result agrees with the asymptotic formula (204).
The structure of the optimum receiver to implement Eq. 209 is shown in Fig. 21.
The receiver is very similar to the optimum receiver for independent Gaussian samples.
S(t) Y
(F2,t)
y(f,t)
y(rK,t)
MESSAGE K
Fig. 21. Optimum receiver for independent samples of a log-
normal field.
In the Gaussian case the nonlinear memoryless device, which implements Fr(,,p; .)
would be a squarer.
The discussion on optimum receivers for log-normal classical fields with white
Gaussian background noise shows that the receiver structures actually required are
remarkably similar to the optimum receivers in the case of Gaussian fields discussed
in section 4. 1. This similarity depends basically on the Gaussian nature of the back-
ground noise. This agrees with the recent results obtained by Kailath 8 0 for optimum
detection of stochastic (not necessarily Gaussian) signals in white Gaussian noise.
The evaluation of the performance for the optimum receivers for log-normal fields
in white Gaussian noise is very difficult in general. Some partial results are available,
however, in the cases of large noise, small noise, and of independent samples.
The error probability will again be bounded in the same way as in (191) or (197).
The error exponent is to be evaluated by using (200). The probabilities po and p1 have
been evaluated previously. In particular, if the likelihood functional is available,
P = PO exp k'
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4. 2. 5 Reliability Function for Strong and Weak Noise Cases
In the case of large noise the likelihood functional is given by (196). This functional
is of the form k = c + Z (2 r) yTK'y/No + higher order terms. Here c is the
cumulant-generating function of es with parameter (-Z2/No), K' is the expansion of
the linear part of the optimum estimator kernel, like the Neumann series of the esti-
mator kernel in the linear (Gaussian) case. The error exponent then becomes
(l+p) 2 2- 1
E(p)= 2A a ln det I+Z K'A r/(l+p)No - c/A a. (212)
L0r
This form may be convenient for numerical evaluation, but it does not display the fact
that (212) and (201) are asymptotically the same. By starting from the second-order
representation, however, and going over to Karhunen-Loove representation it is clear
that the performance approaches that of the corresponding Gaussian receiver, when
either the energy-to-noise ratio in the aperture is very small so that only the terms of
the order of N -1 need be taken into consideration, or the aperture is so large that the
0
contribution of the nonlinear terms becomes negligible while the energy-to-noise ratio
per coherent area is small. Criteria for the required aperture size can be obtained by
evaluating numerically some of the higher order covariance functions of the field. In
these cases the channel capacity and the zero-rate error exponent can be obtained by
using the results derived for the equivalent Gaussian channel, which has the same
second-order properties as the actual log-normal channel.
4. 2. 6 Reliability Function for the Case of Independent Samples
In the case of large signals the error exponent can be readily written in an integral
form by using (204). The integral is of the form of a generalized frustration function
that is complicated to evaluate. For simplicity, we shall confine our discussion to the
case of independent samples.
For the case of independent samples the error exponent has been evaluated by
Kennedy and Hoversten. The error exponent has the following form with (209) used:
(lp) A Aclyl2 ( A 2 ly j 2
E(p) = .-ln exp- Fr +P) c(lSp) fly Fr / ( Io p )1
NoN
= - a In [ du e Frl/(1+p)(,;; (213)
Here a = Z2Ac/N . Figure 22 shows the behavior of the zero-rate error exponent as
p co 22
evaluated by Kennedy and Hoversten. These curves show typical diversity behavior:
the error exponent has a maximum at a particular value of ap, the energy-to-noise ratio
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Fig. 22. (a) Zero-rate error exponent E(1) and (b) its
optimum value E°( 1) for the independent sample
receiver for log-normal fields.
per diversity path, in this case, per independent sample.
It is possible to obtain a less difficult expression than (213) for the error
exponent by using the large-amplitude approximation (210) for P1 . By direct substi-
tution we get
12 2 2 l+p (1-3p)E(p) a - (1+7p-4p )+ p In r + -- In (l+p)- In 2
2p2 2
-2 In rr + (l+p) In Fr er 0 ; A- ]) (214)
The function Fr (a, O;o-) is easy quite easy to calculate (cf. Halme, 8 3 Halme, Levitt, and
Orr8Z). The exact behavior of E(p) has to be evaluated numerically. Roughly speaking,
by using the results of Halme, Levitt, and Orr, 8 2 -n Fr grows like ln 2 ap, so that E(0)
must have a maximum as a function of ap.
From the curves of Kennedy and Hoversten it becomes clear that the optimum error
exponent is . 15 for = . 45, is larger for smaller values of log-normal standard devia-
tion, while for larger values of a- it goes rapidly toward zero. For - = 1. 0, the zero
rate error exponent is about . 05, requiring three times more power to obtain the same
performance than the optimum Gaussian channel. For small ap < 1, the performance
is essentially similar to that of a Gaussian channel. Obviously the error exponent is
then much less than . 15, because there is too much diversity, or equivalently, the power
level is too low.
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4.3 QUANTUM TREATMENT OF THE FIELD-DETECTION
PROBLEM
4. 3. 1 Quantum Formulation of the Detection Problem
In many cases of practical importance the quantum noise is the most important type
of noise rather than the background noise just referred to. The quantum formulation of
the detection problems allows the consideration of both the quantum and the background
noise, together with the spatial and temporal coherence properties of the fields.
The formulation of the detection problem in quantum-mechanical terms was origi-
nally done by Helstrom. 2 5 This section is based on and uses many of the results of
Liu. 6 We shall start with a short discussion of the optimum decision rule in quantum
terms, then solve the Gaussian field-detection problem, and end with the log-normal
field detection problem. The receiver structures and their performance will again be
discussed emphasizing the weak or absent background noise case.
26
The maximum-likelihood decision rule will be formulated here as by Liu. The
received field is assumed to be in a statistical mixture of coherent states, which is
described by a set of density operators Pk' k = 1, ... , M, one for each of the M sig-
nals. We shall deal only with those cases in which all these operators are commutative,
and hence diagonal in the same complete representation Irj). Let the kets Ixj) denote
the complete set of eigenstates of a measuring operator X (thus far unspecified).
lxj) = xjxj) (215)
The measurement has the result x. labeling a state that has originated from one of theJ
messages k. A randomized strategy is adopted to choose k, given the result x. withJ
probability Pjk' The total probability of error for equiprobable messages becomes
M o00
p(g)= 1 -M 2 2, Pjk(xj IPkxj). (216)
k=l j=l
Now denote (rj Pk rj = rk(j). Then the error probability is bounded below by
M
P( )> 1 - k rk()M X f X Pjkrk(j)xj ri)Z
k=l j i
M
Mi - max rk(i) Pjk I(xj lri) 12
i k=l j
=1 - max rk(j) (217)
J
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because xj ) is a complete set. This lower bound can be reached by choosing the kets
lxj) to be the eigenkets rj) and by using the strategy
Pjk = 1, if r(j) r(j) ik, i,k = 1, . .M
(218)
= 0 for all other k.
Since rk(j) = P(xjI Pk) = P(xj Ik) = P(klxj)P(xj)/P(k), the decision rule that is adopted
picks that message which gives maximum a posteriori probability to the observed state
xj) (maximum-likelihood decision rule).
26As shown by Liu, the operator X is by no means unique. To ensure real eigen-
values it should be Hermitian, but in some cases complex operators measuring also the
phase variables could be helpful. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the oper-
ator X to be optimum are that its eigenstates can be obtained from the states rj by a
unitary transformation, and that the sets Rk = { xj): for some i (xj ri) 0, where
rk(i) > r(i) for m = 1, ... , k - 1, and rk(i) > rm(i) for m = k + 1, .. , M}are dis-
joint. Physically the last condition means that the results of the measurements (eigen-
values x) should belong to disjoint sets, each of which corresponds to a particular
signal. These sets correspond to the usual decision regions.
The detection problem in the binary case has been discussed by Helstrom 2 5 for the
cases of a constant signal in Gaussian noise, a constant signal with random phase in
Gaussian noise, and a Gaussian signal in Gaussian noise in both the single-mode and the
multimode cases. His multimode receiver is a "threshold receiver," which is optimum
in the case of a very weak signal. A more extensive treatment in the case of M signals,
either Gaussian or with random phase has been given by Liu. We shall relate the spa-
tial coherence to the results obtained by Liu and also consider the log-normal case.
The general idea in the treatment that follows is to obtain the likelihood functional
1k = ln (rk(j)/ro(j)), where r refers to the state of the field when no signal is present.
4. 3. 2 Optimum Receiver for Gaussian Fields
As indicated in section 2. 2 the P-representation for a Gaussian field is Gaussian.
Hence the density operator for the field has the following form if the signal k was sent:
2T-1* dcajk
1 -a ajk)(akl (219)
Pk Idet Kk I j
where scalar index j is used instead of the vector m. The covariance matrix K is
defined as
Kk= Tr {Pkakajk}t (220)
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It has been shown by Liu 2 6 that a unitary transformation preserves the form
of (219) if the coherent states are redefined at the same time. In particular,
assume that the transformation diagonalizes the matrix Kk . This is equivalent
to finding the Karhunen-Loeve representation in the usual classical case. Under
the assumptions of spatially and temporally white Gaussian noise and orthonormal
mode functions and equal-energy pure "tone' signals, the density operators for
the cases when the signal k is present and when no signal is present have the
form
Plk =e I Pjk/(N+Sj) I jk) (jkl d 2 j k
~~~j wT~ri(N+S.)
(221)
P -e- I Pjd 2 Ijk
Pok= II e  Pjk) Pjk rN 
J
As seen from Table 2 (line 8), the density operator p is diagonal in the number repre-
sentation. Corresponding to state I{njk}) and signal k the diagonal components r({njk})
become
r({njk}) = S N + Sj + 1S 
ro(njkl) = N. +1 N rO({nk}) = II N [l LN~n | k (222)
The quantities N and S. are numbers related to noise and signal by relations TN =
2 3 0
hfN, TXjZ = hfSj, where f refers to the frequency of the mode component and the
other quantities are discussed in section 4.1. The njk are the occupation numbers telling
the number of photons in state njk), referring to mode j and signal frequency k.
The likelihood function with the use of (222) now becomes
(N+S.j)(N+l) N + Sj + 1
~[k = C nkln In N+ 1j (N+S +1)N j
n jk c j - bias term. (223)
It is easy to see the correspondence to the classical case:
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- in ( + N + S
S. x z 2
=- - (224)
N(N+S j) N(N+ X.Z 2 )
as the number of noise photons in a mode, N, becomes large compared with
unity. The optimum quantum receiver is shown in Fig. 23. The idea is to
first find the number of photons in a space-time mode of the received field.
This could be done physically by using suitable reactive space-time filters and
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Fig. 23. Optimum quantum receiver for Gaussian fields in white
Gaussian noise (diversity realization).
then using a photodetector to convert the photons into electrons. The photon
counts are then weighted with cj and summed to give the k' Figure 24 shows
the behavior of the weighting function c as a function of signal and noise. It
is important to realize that it is no longer possible to find receiver structures
similar to the estimator-correlator or filter squarer receivers. In the clas-
sical case it was possible to do the weighting either before or after the non-
linear operation, because the signal and the noise were affected similarly by
the weighting. In the quantum case the weighting before photon counting reduces
the level of most of the modes and hence increases the relative size of one
quantum so that granularity and the total photon noise increases compared with
the case in which the total number of quanta in a mode is converted into elec-
trons, the current is amplified, and the weighting is done at macroscopical cur-
rent levels.
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Fig. 24. Dependence of the diversity weighting coefficient c in Eq. 224
and Fig. 23 on the number of signal and noise photons in the
mode, S and N.
In the discussion here single-frequency signals have been assumed. For more
general orthogonal signals a similar treatment is possible by introducing more
than one temporal mode on each Fourier component of the signal. To avoid
crosstalk, it helps if the spectra corresponding to each signal do not overlap.
Even this is unnecessary, since by Liu the field representation in terms of
modes is not unique but can be subjected to any unitary transformation. For
general orthogonal signals the time modes to expand the field could then be
taken to be the signals themselves, and the results obtained are immediately
applicable. The optimum receiver then has to contain the correlators or matched
filters corresponding to the signal modes.
4. 3. 3 Performance of the Optimum Gaussian Receiver
The performance of the optimum quantum receiver for Gaussian fields in white noise
is obtained from (218). In the single-mode case the binary error probability (M=2) can
be readily evaluated:
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P(E) N+S+i N+
(N+S+i)(N+l) m=O n=O
(225)
2 2(N+ 1)
This result has the correct classical limit (Van Trees 86). For multimode fields and
M signals bounding techniques have to be used. The expression corresponding to the
error exponent E(p) of (171) now has the following form
(1+p) r r/(1+P) rP/(1+P)
E(p) = Ara In r (n) r P (226)
By using (223) and the known formula for the sum of the geometrical series, the error
exponent is evaluated:
E(p) A r a In (N+Sj+l)/(+p ) (N+ )P/(l+P) -(N+S)/ P)NP/(+P ) (227)
r
The classical limit as N >> 1 agrees with (172).
(l+p) [ (l+p)N + pSj
E(p) -A a ln NP/( P)N+S l/(l+P) p
r j (l+p) N(N+Sj
(+op) 1 + pSj/(i+p)N
Aa n I/N)FA a n -+S/N) P l(228)
The behavior of the error exponent E(p) has been evaluated by Liu in the case of equal
eigenvalues, which is known to give the smallest error probability. For different rates
there is again an optimum number of diversity paths corresponding to given signal-to-
noise ratio and noise level. The optimum system reliability function has been evaluated
numerically by Liu. The results for N > . 1 are fairly close to the classical limit eval-
uated by Kennedy. The channel capacity in the optimum case is equal to the channel
capacity of the constant channel. It obviously differs from the classical capacity. The
ratio of the classical and quantum mechanical capacities is
C = C /C = N n (1+1/N). (229)
rel quant class
This ratio tends to 1 as N -o. As N -- 0 the ratio tends to zero but the quantum capac-
ity in fact tends to infinity. Because the size of a quantum is proportional to frequency,
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the required power similarly tends to infinity. Because this case is a useful idealization
in the realm of optical communications, the case with no background will be discussed
separately.
4. 3. 4 Reception of Gaussian Fields in the Absence of
Background Noise
When there is no background the matrix coefficient r({nkj}) in (222) becomes one for
all nkj = 0, and zero otherwise. The decision rule (223) now says that the message k
was sent if a single one of the numbers njk is nonzero. Any receiver structure that per-
forms an operation on njk which is zero for all njk = 0 and positive otherwise is an opti-
mum receiver. Hence only temporal filtering is necessary. An error can be made only
if all numbers njk are zero, even though the signal k was sent. The probability of this
event is
P(E) = rl({0}) = I(i+S.) . (230)2j
This probability is in no way dependent on the number of messages, M, sent. It is in
this sense that the channel capacity is infinite. Using the result (178) a closed-form
expression can be obtained for the error probability for large apertures.
-ln P(c) = in (+Sj)
J
(231)
A 19& In [ d /] K _2)2.
A-0 hf/T
In the case of Gaussian field covariance (231) when (178) is applied becomes
P(E) = exp[- 2 (-Li2 (-2ap, (232)
where D = A /Ac is the number of inherent diversity paths, and a = Z T/hf is the
energy-to-quantum-noise on a diversity path. Figure 25 shows the behavior of the error
probability for D = 1.
4. 3. 5 Optimum Reception of Log-normal Fields in
Background Noise
For log-normal fields the sampling approach is easier in most cases than the plane-
wave decomposition. The samples can be obtained from the plane-wave coefficients by
a Fourier transform, which is a unitary transformation. In the field representation the
coefficients of the sampling expansion can be considered as annihilation operators with
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Fig. 25. Error probability of the detection of the Gaussian field with the
Gaussian covariance function in the absence of background In P(E) =
Li 2 (-Zap)/2, ap = energy-to-quantum-noise ratio per diversity path.
the usual commutation relations. Hence we have the following P-representation for the
log-normal field in sampling representation
d2 pjk
Pik = ... YPl(fPjkl) I lpjk)(jkl j (233)
with P1 taken from (192), (196), (203), (208), (209), and (213). The P-representation
cannot in general be transformed in such a way that it would only depend on the absolute
values of P jk' Hence the number representation is no longer diagonal. It is hard to see
what other representation might be diagonal. For the case of large noise it seems rea-
sonable to assume that the Gaussian equivalent model can be used. This leads readily
into the receiver structure and performance. Some insight can be gained by considering
the situation in which the samples are independent and diagonal in the number represen-
tation.
In the case of independent samples the number matrix element in the diagonal num-
ber representation is obtained by comparison with Table 1.
r 2 S/(N+1) 2 2 2
r({n 00 L u CO N+ 1 LN+ k L (-S/N('N+")) )e du . (234)
ik k N.uN+nI :e~~U ujk
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The zero-hypothesis comes from (223). The likelihood function then becomes
X -u2S/ 1 k+ ) e - ( l n u+2)2/2r
1,k= E. 'La e-u1 L (-S/N(N+1)) unjk 4/Z7 Guj
du . (235)
The classical limit of this expression can be shown to be (235) (see Helstrom 2 5 ). The
optimum receiver differs from the Gaussian receiver by the nonlinearity of the weighting,
which is the complicating factor in (235).
4. 3. 6 Optimum Reception of Independent Log-normal Samples
in the Absence of Background Noise
When the background noise is absent the matrix element r has a much simpler
form:
-u2kS-(ln u+a- ) /2- 2 n k 2n -1 
rlk (nk = L e-u5 ,S jk jk duj.
lk jk Nr_ 7Ta- k!
(236)
Here S is the number of
deviation. The optimum
signal photons in a sample, and aT the log-normal standard
receiver has to decide whether any photons at all came to the
In
0 5 10 15
S I-
20
Fig. 26. Error exponent for the detection of log-normal field in the absence
of background, in (/P(E)) = -D n Fr (S, 0;r-) for D = 1. Broken
curve refers to a Gaussian field (cf. Fig. 25).
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receiver in the right modes. Any of the optimum Gaussian receivers will do also for
the log-normal signal.
The error probability can be evaluated numerically by substituting (234) in (227).
Here the error probability will actually be determined for the case of no background
noise. The error probability is then equal to
e ru2S-(ln u+2 )2/2a2
P(E) = 11 du
j _ f= ~u
= (Fr (S, 0;c))D, (237)
where D is the number of independent samples. Figure 26 shows the behavior of the
error exponent for D = 1.
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V. CONCLUSION
5. 1 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
5. 1. 1 General Remarks
The purpose of this work is to relate the coherent properties of the log-normal field
to the optimum detection of signals carried by the field. Spatial incoherence causes
diversity in the reception. The received field can be understood to be composed of a
number of diversity components that are only slightly dependent. These components may
be taken to be either plane waves or just samples in the aperture. The detection prob-
lem is then formulated in terms of these components.
The optimum receiver and its performance can easily be found in certain cases. The
cases of either large or small noise are best amenable to analysis. For large apertures
many results are also available because Fourier integrals can be used and the Central
Limit theorem is applicable to quantities that are sums over the whole aperture area.
The analysis was performed both classically and quantum-mechanically. The quan-
tum results go over to the classical ones for large numbers of noise photons in a mode.
If the total energy coming through the aperture is fixed and the number of coherent com-
ponents, that is, the amount of diversity, is changed, the performance has a maximum
for a certain value of energy-to-noise ratio on a diversity path. It drops for either too
little or too much diversity.
5. 1. 2 Research on Representations
Sampling seems to be the simplest and most efficient representation of the log-
normal field in a variety of cases. The moments of the samples were evaluated in the
general case and expressed in terms of log-amplitude and phase-structure functions.
The samples are in general dependent. The joint probability density is complicated.
The statistical properties of the plane-wave coefficients were investigated by using
analytical, simulation, and experimental methods. For large apertures the coefficients
were shown to converge toward a complex Gaussian variable in distribution. This is a
result of the Central Limit theorem for fields. This theorem is proved by using moment
methods. The field has to satisfy the strong mixing condition in order that the Central
Limit theorem be valid. It is shown that the phase structure function has to grow slower
than the square of the distance to satisfy the strong mixing condition. The probability
density was also found for small apertures.
The speed of convergence toward a Gaussian distribution can be estimated from the
results of simulations with the sums of independent log-normal variables. The simula-
tion results agree with the analytical results of B. Levitt 8 7 on the convergence of the
density function of the sums. The experimantal results on the distribution of the inten-
sity samples in the focal plane agree with the theory that is presented.
We hoped that the properties of the plane-wave representation would be simpler than
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they turned out to be. Our conclusion is that the plane-wave representation is much less
useful for log-normal fields than for Gaussian fields, except for very strong noise or
very large apertures. In the latter case the question of the joint distribution is open. It
need not be Gaussian, and it cannot be exactly Gaussian because otherwise, by the well-
known theorem of Cramer, the field itself would be Gaussian.
5. 1. 3 Detection of Classical Gaussian Fields
The detection problem was solved first for a classical Gaussian field in Gaussian
white background noise. This is a useful approximation for small signal-to-noise ratios
and large apertures. The spatial incoherence gives rise to inherent diversity in the
channel. The receiver can be realized by using an estimator-correlator, filter-squarer,
or diversity structure. It contains spatial and temporal filters, correlators, squarers
and integrators in space and time. The performance of the optimum receiver was found
to be very close to the upper limit of a fading dispersive channel as expressed in terms
of the error exponent.
The analysis was carried through in the general case by using the Karhunen-Loeve
representation. In the cases of a large aperture and either long or short signals (com-
pared with the field correlation time) the results were expressed asymptotically by using
two-dimensional Fourier-transforms, wave-number spectra, and closed-form expres-
sions. The case of short signals is interesting from the point of view of rapid commu-
nication, while the "long" signals are interesting for low-rate applications. The
numerical results assume Gaussian covariance functions, but do not depend critically
on the exact form of the covariance function.
5. 1. 4 Detection of Classical Log-normal Fields
The detection of log-normal fields in white Gaussian noise can be approached easiest
by using the sampling representation and considering the limiting cases of either very
strong or very weak noise. Perturbation expansions were found around these results
in terms of higher moments of the field. The strong-noise case is equivalent to the
Gaussian case, which is very tractable to analysis. The receiver for the weak-noise
case can be found easily, but its performance cannot be expressed in any simple form.
The optimum receiver does very little spatial filtering in this case. The filtering is
highly nonlinear. Most of these results do not depend on log-normality but are more
general. The case of independent samples can be analyzed in more detail. These results
were compared with the general results for large or weak noise. A new expression for
weak-noise performance is given.
5. 1. 5 Detection of Quantized Fields
The analysis of the optimum detection of the Gaussian field in the quantum case
is quite straightforward. For large-noise photon numbers in a mode the expres-
sions approach the corresponding classical results. The optimum receiver has no
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estimator-correlator or filter-squarer realization in the quantum case. When there is
no background noise the detection problem becomes degenerate because quantum noise
is present only with the signal. The optimum receiver structure can be very freely
chosen. The performance was evaluated. Interestingly, the channel photon capacity is
infinite in this case. This is in no contradiction to the well-known expressions of chan-
nel capacity of a noiseless quantum channel because this channel usually assumes
only one or limited number of modes, while the number of modes used here is
unlimited.
In the log-normal quantum case the analysis is in general extremely difficult because
no unitary transformation can make the modes statistically independent. The case of
independent samples was analyzed. Expressions for optimum receivers and performance
can be found easily in this case. The performance was evaluated explicitly for the case
in which there is no background noise.
5.2 DESIGN PHILOSOPHY OF RECEIVERS
The task of the receiver discussed in this report is to detect which one of M signals
was sent with the least probability of possible error. Four foes of perfect performance
are obvious: fading and incoherence caused by turbulence, background noise, the quan-
tum noise of the signal, and the device noise of the receiver. The last cause was not
investigated because we have looked at the more fundamental causes of error that cannot
be eliminated by better devices.
To reduce background noise, both spatial and temporal filtering are to be used. The
spatial filter restricts the field of view of the receiver in a balanced way to allow most
of the signal while keeping out most of the noise. The temporal filter restricts the opti-
cal bandwidth of the receiver. The research on optimum receivers shows that turbulence
does not reduce the channel capacity if properly designed signals and receivers are used.
The incoherence induced by the turbulence creates the possibility of a diversity receiver,
for which the field modes would be separated by filtering, then envelope-detected and
combined in a nonlinear weighting network. The diversity realization is also suggested
by quantum detection theory.
If there is no background noise, any receiver that picks up every photon in every
mode is optimal. The direct-detection receiver would be an example of this. In this
case device noise should be taken into account. Direct detection certainly limits the
choice of modulation methods.
The devices suggested by the optimum detection theory may be difficult to realize.
For example, the desired bandwidth for available modulation frequencies is so small
that comparable optical filters are very critical to the angle of arrival, that is, the
spatial frequency of the field. This feature is certainly undesirable. On the other hand,
large-scale integration of detection circuits on silicon chips makes it feasible to build
the photodetector-amplifier-filter arrays suggested by the theory and to use hetero-
dyning on these miniature detectors.
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5.3 FUTURE RESEARCH PROBLEMS
The detection of the log-normal field under various conditions seems to be difficult
to solve to the extent that the problem of detection of the Gaussian field has been solved.
This research has shown some asymptotic results, whose correction terms can be eval-
uated numerically by a great deal of straightforward effort.
Instead of a maximum-likelihood approach it is probably useful to try to use
distribution-free methods of hypothesis testing, such as the Smirnov-Kolmogorov-test
(Capon88). This test does not necessarily lead to the optimum receiver, but would yield
a receiver that would work well for any field. The receiver structure would certainly be
different, but the performance should still be acceptable.
Another general approach, which was considered but not used in this work, is to try
to use the theory of multiparameter Markov processes as developed by P. Levy. Markov
processes are an extremely powerful model for stochastic processes. Most one-
dimensional stochastic processes that are met in practice can at least be approximated
by a Markov process. Although some of the one-dimensional results do not carry over
to several dimensions, the additional structure introduced by the Markov condition may
lead to new results.
As is well known, the detection and estimation problems are closely related, although
estimation is in general much harder. It would be desirable to consider the estimation
of parameters in a log-normal channel and see what general results could be obtained
similar to the ones presented in this work.
The detection-theory formulation leads to integral equations for the optimum linear
estimator (in the Gaussian case), which are similar to the ones met in connection with
the optimum linear filter for stochastic processes. The solution of these integral equa-
tions is very difficult. Similar problems are met in the theory of distributed control
systems. The use of grid methods is common in solving these problems, and obviously
could be used in connection with the present problem. Because sampling representation
seems to be the simplest in dealing with the log-normal field and probably other non-
Gaussian channels as well, some research should be done on the properties of the
various matrices and determinants involved. Certainly these must have some simple
asymptotic forms. The importance of the discretization of the space is also enhanced
by the feasibility of spatial array processors.
The approach taken by Helstrom in quantum detection theory works best if the den-
sity operators can be conveniently diagonalized in some representation. This means
that modes of the field should be selected in such a way that the single-mode states
would be statistically independent. Perhaps similar problems have arisen elsewhere in
quantum theory. It would be very important to try to see what could be done in this
re spe ct.
Very few measurements have been made on the phase coherence relations of the
optical field because phase measurements are notoriously difficult. It seems, however,
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that by using the scanning techniques developed by Moldon it would be possible to
improve our knowledge of phase fluctuation and field covariance functions both in the
aperture and the focal plane. This would be particularly important for checking the
actual behavior of the phase-structure functions. It would be very useful also to
investigate the statistical dependencies of amplitude and phase beyond second-order
characteristics.
Finally, work should be started toward implementing optimum receiver principles
in hardware. As thesis research has already been started on optical compensation of
the incoherence of the wavefront, a suggestion is made that one might try to use array
detectors for heterodyning and do possible compensation electronically in baseband
frequencies.
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APPENDIX A
Evaluation of the Moments in the Focal Plane for a Log-normal
Field with a Quadratic Structure Function
The field in the focal plane is obtained through a Fourier transform of the field in
the aperture plane. For simplicity, let us look at the center point in the focal plane,
for which the wave number K = 0. At this point call the field i:
S = 5z f (r) dr, (A. 1)
a r
where the integration is carried over the aperture area.
The real (or imaginary) part of the field in the center of the focal plane will be char-
acterized in terms of its moments. The moments of Or and are related to the corre-
sponding moments of zr and z through linear transformations. The odd-order moments
of z (and z r ) vanish, as indicated in the comment after Theorem 5. Using the same
comment again, we see that by Eq. 85
r 2n (2n!) c 4n) _. ... 2-
( r)Z 2n 22 nn!)2 i JK 2n(rl' '2. r2 n) dr d rn (A. 2)
Equation A. 4 is evaluated for a quadratic phase-structure function. The effect of the
amplitude structure function is taken into account by using the two bounds in Eq. 87:
A2n ii * exp E (rk-rk+n) r2 r d2 rl ... d2n
.a r k= 1
B exp r d i~1 (A. 3)J'2 n B 2n SS , s exp Z (rkcrk+n) rc d2 r (A 3)
where
(2n!) n 2 (2n!) n(nl) 2
ZA e B Z2e~n(n 1 )U. (A. 4)
2 2n(n!) 2 2n 2 2n(n!)2
Evaluation of the two bounds for t2n requires the evaluation of the following integral:
(4n) | 
n exp r ( -rk+n r. d 2n' (A. 5)
k= 1
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The aperture area is assumed to be rectangular with size a. Two 
observations will
then be made. First, because of the symmetry of the integration 
domain, -rk+n can be
changed to +rk+n without altering the value of the integral. Second, 
the integral factors
into a product of two (2n)-dimensional integrals. Set rk = (xk, yk
)
, k= 1, ... 2n. Then
IZn= (In) , ii . . i exp· x / 2r dxl, ... dxzn. (A. 6)
-a/2 k=l
Now two successive changes of variables will be made. First, notice 
that the integrand
is a function of the sum of the xk only. Moreover, the sign of the 
sum is irrelevant. By
making a change of variables, we have
I'2n = 2(a)2 n dun exp -(na(l-u2n)) /2rc2nn-l u n2n(nu2n) (A. 7)
where
Z(nu 2n u2n-1 U2Zn- I du...
maxi -1/(nu2n) maxi -l/(nu2n.. U2)
(A. 8)
It can be seen from (A. 5) that the function jm(U) has following properties:
fm(U) = ((m-l)!) 1, 0 • U S 1 (A. 9)
U-m+ l m-1 < U
and stays between these values for 1 < U < m-l.
Obviously the main contribution to the integral (A. 12) will arise, when u2n is close
to unity, or as nn n, which sets J n(nu n) n(n) to an intermediate value 
between
((n-) !)1 and (2n-1) - 2 n+ There is no simple formula for JZn(n). It can be 
shown
that J2(1) = 1, J4(2) = 5/48. A guess for the value of J2n(n) could be made by taking
the geometric mean of the two bounds above.
After substitution in (A. 2), and assuming that U2n is very close to unity on the 
inter-
val, where the exponential function gives a significant contribution 
to I'Zn we have
I2n = 2(na)2n Zrr n(n). (A.10)
By further use of (A. 6) and (A. 5), (A. 3) will be put into the following form:
2n Z 2n 4n-2 2 (n)
8A A n 4 Zn (n) 8B An n (n)(2n n 2nr n (A1)
D [Z2n D
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The final step will be to normalize both bounds so that the second moment equals
unity. The first moment is automatically normalized to zero by the constant of The-
orem 5. In (A. 11) A r = receiver aperture area = a2, and D = number of coherent areas
in the receiver aperture area = a /(Trr ).
nl ~ ~•B' Dnl(A. 12)AZnD < 2n < B2nD' (A. 2)
where by (A. 4)
A 2 24n-2 
A 2n n2 2 () 2 (n ) ,
(n') 
B'2 = 4n-2 2 n(n-l) (A. 13)
2n 2 (2 2n(n)3)(n!)
It would be of interest to get an estimate of the asymptotic behavior of A'n. Using
bounds of J2n(n) and Stirling's formula, we get asymptotically
-4. 188n - .51n n + 4. 742 < In A'n - -.1586n - 1.5 In n - .092. (A. 14)
Now compare this with the characteristic function of the normalized Gaussian and log-
normal variables:
2 0o(iv) 2k
M (iv) = eV /2 = (A. 15)
k=0
2k(k-1)a 2 2k
e (iv)
Mlog (iv) E 2k )2 (A. 16)
k=0 2 (k!)
while in general for a variable with vanishing odd moments
(iv) k
M (iv) = Z2k 2k! (A. 17)
k=0
By comparing (A. 17) while using (A. 1l)-(A. 13), it is clear that as the number of coher-
ent areas in the aperture grows, there can be no convergence in distribution toward
either (A. 15) or (A. 16). Particularly notable is the fact that the Central Limit theorem
does not hold here.
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APPENDIX B
Statistical Considerations on Simulations of Sums of
Independent Log-normal Variables
We shall first give a brief discussion on generation of random numbers to be used
in the simulations. Then we shall discuss the question of an appropriate sample size.
The statistical method used here, as in the testing of the distribution of the sum, is the
Smirnov-Kolmogorov test. The independence of two distributions is examined by using
the XZ test. Finally, the method of simulating the field in the focal plane will be pre-
sented.
The pseudo-random numbers are most conveniently generated by using the congru-
ence method. The algorithm is
zn = azn- 1 (mod M), (B. 1)
where a is called the "seed." The M. I. T. Computation Center has provided a speeded
modification "RANNO" of the I. B. M. Scientific Subroutine Package "RANDU," which is
specially tailored for the I. B. M. OS-360/65 machine. The seed of this subroutine is
65539 = 216 + 3, while M = 232 corresponds to a single precision 4-bit integer. The
cycle of repetition with this algorithm is 2 , and its statistical properties are claimed
to be good. We are warned that the corresponding floating-point numbers have a high
probability of zeros in the trailing low-order bits, but this should not matter in the
application in which the numbers will be used.
The pseudo-random numbers generated are used to generate the complex log-normal
deviates used in the sums. The next step is to generate normal random deviates with
given mean and variance. Here good references are Abramowitz's and Stegun' s77
Handbook or Hammersley and Handscomb. 8 9 The algorithm that we used was also
suggested by the I. B. M. Scientific Subroutine Package for 360. It is based on an appli-
cation of the Central Limit theorem:
w = cr Zk -6. - c 2 (B. 2)
k= 
This generated an approximately normal (_ ,2 ,2) distribution. The maximum errors
in the deviates are . 009 for distances < 2 from the mean, and . 9 for distances between
2r and 3 from the mean. This error was considered acceptable, because of the qual-
itative nature of the investigations in section 3. 5. The phase was similarly scaled. The
log-normal deviates are then generated by taking the exponential function of the complex
normal deviate. As indicated by Table 2 the distribution of the resulting deviates (K=1)
is satisfactory. The error in tails that is due to the use of the approximation may
accelerate the convergence toward the Central Limit theorem of the sums, but this
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effect is believed to be minor.
The objective of the use of random numbers is to create a large sample of random
variables, then subject them to statistical analysis. The first question was to find the
distributions of the sums. The distribution of a real or imaginary part of a complex log-
normal variable cannot be expressed in closed form. In fact, no data are available of
these variables except their moments. Hence the distribution of the real or imaginary
part of the sum of complex log-normal variables cannot be tested for its log-normality.
On the other hand, the distributions of the amplitude and phase of complex log-normal
variables are easy to write down. This is why we decided to test the amplitude and phase
of the sum, instead of its real and imaginary parts.
What would be an appropriate number of simulations to give a reasonably stable dis-
tribution function that would be sufficiently close to the actual distribution function? The
easiest test for this purpose turns out to be the Smirnov-Kolmogorov test (Fisz90).
Assume that F(x) is the distribution of the tested ensemble, Fn(x) is the distribution of
the tested ensemble, and Fn(x) is the experimental distribution function of the sample
of size n. Then the theorem of Smirnov and Kolmogorov states:
lim Pr sup F (x)-F(x)I<y = K(y), y >0, (B. 3)
n-o - oo<x<oo
where
K(y) = (-l) e2ky (B. 4)
k=-oo
Tables of this function are available. The values of y corresponding to probabilities
io%, 1%, and . 1% are 1. 223, 1. 628, and 1. 950. This theorem does not depend on the
initial statistics of the ensemble. The Smirnov-Kolmogorov test is an example of
distribution-free tests. The test is uniform over the whole range of F(x). This test is
not very good at the tails of the distribution. There is another test that is due to
Renyi,91 which is more appropriate at the tails of the distribution. This test is more
complicated than the Smirnov-Kolmogorov test. The Smirnov-Kolmogorov test is suf-
ficient for the purposes of testing the simulations; therefore, it alone will be used.
The sample size to obtain at most 1% deviation of the actual distribution function at
the probability level 1% would be 26700. We felt that this was too large in view of the
large number of simulations to be performed. If, for example, K = 64, the number of
random numbers to be generated would be 3.4 X 107 for a single run of simulations,
thereby requiring for this purpose alone approximately 10 min of I. B. M. 360/65 com-
puter time. More time would be needed for the nonlinear transformations, sums, sorts,
etc. required by the processing of the random numbers. This was decided to be too
much for the qualitative purpose of the simulations. The sample size chosen, N = 1024,
gives the following maximum deviations from the actual probability distribution at
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probability levels 10%, 1%, and . 1%: . 038, . 051, and . 061. It should be remembered
that, although the Smirnov-Kolmogorov theorem helps little, say at F(x) = . 03, by using
the Rdnyi theorem under the assumption that F(x) is normal (0, 1) and for x > -1. 89, the
maximum deviation at probability levels 10%, 1%, and . 1%, is . 35F(x), . 5F(x), and
.62F(x). Hence, there is more stability in the experimental tails than predicted by the
Smirnov-Kolmogorov theorem. This fact becomes intuitively clear to anyone performing
the simulations.
The Smirnov-Kolmogorov test is very convenient when testing an experimental dis-
tribution against a hypothetical distribution. This method was actually used in building
Tables 2-4. The parameters of the hypothesis to be tested had also to be estimated from
the sample. Strictly speaking, the Smirnov-Kolmogorov theorem is no longer valid. For
any sample size the confidence limits of the fitted distribution are also of the order of
n 1 / 2 . A way out of this dilemma is to decide on the functional form of the hypothesis,
test the hypothesis against the experimental distribution, and repeat the procedure for
all functions belonging to the class of the hypothesis. If all tests give a probability less
than the rejection level, the hypothesis has to be rejected; otherwise, it can be accepted.
We found out that estimating the parameters of the hypothetical log-normal, Rayleigh or
normal distributions by the maximum-likelihood method gave results that are close to
the best fit to the experimental distribution. To enable easy decisions by a glance at
the matter of good fit, the experimental distributions were transformed into such coordi-
nates in terms of which the hypothetical distribution would be a straight line. The prob-
ability F(x) would be transformed by using either an inverse normal probability integral
or inverse Rayleigh distribution, while the variable would only be scaled if testing for
Rayleigh or normal distributions, but subjected to logarithmic transformation if testing
for the log-normal distribution. The experimental distribution functions were plotted
by using a Calcomp graph plotter connected to the I. B. M. 360/65 machine.
Testing the independence of two random variables requires setting up a contin-
gency table, which displays their joint histogram. Suppose the jk t h entry in the table
happened njk times. Adding up all contributions along the row j, we obtain a number
nj. . Adding up all contributions along the column k, we obtain a number n k. If the
total size of the sample is n, the row j and column k have experimental probabilities
pj. = nj. /n and P.k = nk/n. The experimental probability of the entry jk is Pjk njk/n.
For independence, on the average, the requirement would be Pjk Pj.P.k' It can be
shown (cf. Fisz9 ) that a good test for deciding whether there is good reason to decide
in favor of or against the hypothesis of independence is the following X2 test:
r s (nk-n n k/n)2
X (n. /n) (B. 5)
j=l k=l J 
where r and s are the numbers of rows and columns of the contingency table. The
number of degrees of freedom of x2 is (r-l)(s-1).
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It is clear from the heuristic discussion above that because of the asymptotic nature
of the result (B. 5) each of the numbers njk should be more than 10. This did not occur
in the contingency tables set up in this work because the tables were set up by finding
the maximum and minimum of each random variable and dividing this range into r and
s equal parts. This condition did not impair the results of the test very much, however,
because the tails of the distribution do not count very much in (B.5). This kind of fudging
saved plenty of time both in programming and computing.
The field in the focal plane in Fraunhofer diffraction is the Fourier transform of the
field in the aperture plane. The aperture will be modelled as a set of points r 1 . .. , rK
in one dimension so that the "field" z(rj), j = 1, ... , K is independent in each of the
points. The field in the focal plane at wave number k then becomes
K -ikr.
C(k) = z(r) e J Ar, (B. 6)
j=l
where Ar = rj - rj_1' j = 2, ... K. Clearly, the simulations performed above probe
the statistical properties of exactly this quantity. Assuming that z2 = 1, we have the
following expression for the covariance function:
K K
K 2 (k 1 k 2) ( 1 ) (k) = k z(rj) z (rl) exp[-i(klrj-k 2rl)] Ar 2
j=l 1=1
K
= exp[-i(kl-k2)rJ] r (B. 7)
j=1
sin ((k 1 -k 2 )KAr/2)
Ar,
sin ((kl -k2)Ar/2)
where the choice r = (K-1)Ar/2 was made. This is a well-known function from mathe-
matics, physics, and electrical engineering. Its maximum value is K, while its first
zero occurs at (kl-k 2) = 2Tr/KAr. In the simulations the point 1 is taken at k = 0, while
k2 = 21T/K, with Ar =1.
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APPENDIX C
Probability Density of the Log-normal Field in the
Focal Plane for Small Apertures
Within a small aperture relative to the coherent area of the field the amplitude can
be considered as a randomly varying constant, while the phase front is approximately
a plane with randomly varying tilt (cf. Eq. 1 for definitions):
z(r) = exp(X(ro)+iO(ro)) exp(V(X(ro)+iO(ro)) · (r-ro))
(l+O(I |2 )C=, r, r (C. 1)
where dr is the receiving aperture, ro is the selected center point of the aperture, and
the gradients are assumed to be taken at this very point: VO(ro) means 70(r) for r = r o
Because the amplitude coherence distance is usually much greater than the phase coher-
ence distance, in this analysis the change of log-amplitude within the aperture is
neglected. A more thorough discussion of first- and second-order approximations to
the field in a small aperture has been presented by Shapiro. 9 3
The field in the focal plane (K) is obtained by using the Fraunhofer approximation:
X(r 0 )+iO(ro )-iKo exp[-i(-V0(r)) (-o)] d2 r
r
X(r )+iO(r )-iK. r- )-
- e diff (K-7O(rO)), (C. 2)
where diff (.) refers to the diffraction pattern in the focal plane. Physically, the inter-
pretation of (C. 2) is as follows. The field is represented by the diffraction function of
the aperture which is shifted randomly around in the focal plane so that it is always cen-
tered at K = V0(ro). This shifted function is multiplied by a complex log-normal random
variable. Assuming, as in Section II, that the field x(r) + iO(r) is a complex normal
field, the three constants in (C. 2) X(ro), (ro), and V 0(ro) are normally distributed.
The nonlinear transformations of the probability densities of these three normal quan-
tities as indicated in (C. 2) need to be carried out to obtain the probability density of (K ).
Because the quantity measured in section 3. 6 is intensity instead of the field itself, the
transformations will be carried through for the absolute squared value of (K) only.
In this analysis we call 0(ro) = a. Then assume the following Gaussian density (see
Fig. C-la):
e- |a1/2 /Zb 2
pj(a) (C. 3)
a 2rb 2
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To be able to deal with the moving of the focal spot separately from the effects of log-
normal fading we set the unfaded intensity
f(K-a) = I(K)/I = y. (C. 4)
In this treatment we tacitly assume independence of the phase gradient and fading. Prob-
ably the gradient and log-amplitude fields are correlated just as the phase and log-
amplitude fields. Here, f(K) is the diffraction function, in fact, circular aperture will
be assumed:
f(K) = (diff K)2 = 4J12( 1K )/I 2 (C. 5)
The probability density of y = f(K-a) will be evaluated in the center spot K = 0. Because
of symmetry, y = f(a). Then
py(Y) = Pr {y <Y_<y+dy/dy pja) d a/dy. (C. 6)
y-<Y-Yy+dy
y=f(a)
Again, because of the symmetry of the diffraction function, polar coordinates are intro-
duced:
py(Y) = b 2 a e -a / b da/dy. (C. 7)
y-<Y-Yy+dy
y=f(a)
In evaluating this integral it has to be remembered that f-1 (y) is a many-valued function.
Hence introduce a family of functions fk(a) as indicated in Fig. C-lb.
00
y = f(a) = fk(a). (C. 8)
k=0
Here, f(z n) J (zIn) = 0, f' ('l n) = 0, f(z'ln) are the local maxima or the amplitudes
of the sidelobes of the diffraction pattern. Call these maxima Yk = f(z'k). The locations
of the first four zeros are a = 3. 83, 7. 02, 10. 17, 13. 32. The locations of the first five
maxima are a = 0, 5. 14, 8. 42, 11.62, 14. 78. The amplitudes of these maxima are y
1.0, .018, .004, .002, .0007 (cf. Fig. C-lb). The numbers come from Abramowitz
and Stegun. 9 4 Then for Yk= < Y 4 Yk k = 0, 1, .... the inverse function of f(a) is the fol-
lowing set:
f-1(y) = fl(y), 1 = 0,...,2k. (C. 9)
Then we see from (C. 7), since dy = f' (a) da, that
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exp[(fl(Y))/
p y(Y) = b 2 fl I (Y) , k = 0, 1.... (C. 10)
1=0 f1 ( (Y))
When py(Y) is known, the probability density of the intensity follows by setting, as in
(C. 4), Y = I/I', and averaging over I' with respect to the log-normal density (cf. Eq. 5):
PI p (I/I) e dI'. (C. 11)
0py , -(lnI'+2 2) /80 2Tr I'
For Y 1 and Y 0 the expression (C. 11) has a simpler asymptotic form. For
intermediate values we have to resort to numerical methods to obtain results. Because
the asymptotic values alone are of interest in this work, they are evaluated.
1: Y 1, a 0. By using Taylor-series expansions for f(a) and inverting it, the
following sequence of results is obtained.
y = f(a) = 1 - a2/4 + 5a4/192 - ...
_a 2
f' (a) = (1-5a 2/24+..)
a = f-l(y) = 2 1 -y(1+5(1-y)/24+. . .) (C. 12)
(f- 1 (y)) = -1 -y(1-5(1 -y)/8+. .)
(Y) 2 -(1-y)/b 
Y b=
Next, py(I/I') should be averaged according to (C. 11). The most interesting part of this
distribution is its tail, when I >> 1. Note that in (C. 11) py(I/I') = 0 for I' < I, since y • 1.
The largest contribution to the integral comes when exp(+I/I'-1) = 1: Hence pI(I) is
bounded above and approximated by the following integral:
°°00 -2 exp[-(ln I' +Za 2 ) 2 /8 2]
pi(I) < 2b 2 dI'
(C. 13)
= 2b2 ( l n I' + 2 2 )
where Q( · ) is the complementary normal probability integral. The upper tail of the
intensity distribution of the field in the focal plane for small apertures behaves as a log-
normal distribution.
2: Y 0, a z Zli, i = 1, 2, ... , where J 1 (zli) = 0. Similarly,
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1 Pi (exp) -1I/2
p (Y) = =( y CC(b), (C. 14)
2b2yl/2 i=l J'l(Zli)
where
Zl2 exp(-z2i/2b 2 )
C(b) = 2 (C. 15)
i=l 2b J'l(Zli )
It is clear that as b - 0, C(b) - 0. Now the time has come to use (C. 11).
PI(I) = C(b) (I ) I dI'
\fr~ 2u I'
= C(b) I -1/2 e - /2Z (C. 16)
The probability density for I 0 is a spike, which goes to infinity as I - 0. If the wave-
front tilt fluctuation as characterized by b is small compared with the size of the Airy
disc, the radius of which is 3. 832 = z 11 in this analysis, C(b) is small, and consequently
the spike is less and less pronounced. Graphical interpretation of these analyses is
shown in Fig. C-1. It is obvious that the probability distribution of the intensity in the
focal plane in this case starts at the origin as a parabola with vertical slope.
The probability density py(Y) has, in fact, a spike not only at the origin, but also for
every Yk, k = 1, 2, .. , that are the maxima of the diffraction pattern f(a). These spikes
are much less prominent than the spike at the origin. In fact, it is easy to convince
oneself that they will be leveled out by the "multiplicative convolution" operation of (C. 3),
because of log-normal fading.
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